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Posing as a clown in the homecoming
parade, Margaret Murphy entertains
the spectators with her balloons and
attire.
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Eastern's Pink Panther mascot finds a
friend in ace photpgrapher and loyal
football fan Danny Grounds.
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Above, Barb Moliana assists
while Scott Evans endulges
in a favorite beverage during
the festivites of Greek
Week.
At left, jeanne
Lanman hands off to Connie
Callis in the 440 relay race
while Kelly Kyger and Shelia
Rexrode cheer on their team
at right.

Lorene Wickham watches attentively from
the Greek Games sidelines, while Steve
Abdo prepares for a tug of war match.
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Shelly McElyea and David Mitchell
pair up, at left, for the Pemberton-East
Hall team in the residence hall
sponsored "Anything Goes." Above,
Mike Mumm shields the water spray
while Mark Perry holds on to the net
and Judy Lakowski. Below, Mary
Proska is adorned in a garbage bag in
preparation for one of the Taylor Hall
team events.
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Participating in the Return to Sender event
of "Anything Goes", joe Pelati, Sharon
Howell and Bernie Lange canoe from one
side of the campus pond to the other,
above. Below, Mike Gilbert and jan Heath
represent Carman Hall in the Raindrops
Keep Falling on My Head event.
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Bridging the Decades
As the Panther crosses the bridge on the cover, leaving paw prints behind, so we cross
from one decade to another. Each section is joined to the next with a bridge, uniting the
different facets of campus life, past and present Once traveled, the bridges lead only to
an open highway- 80.
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Quincy Von Ogden Doudna (1956-1971) was only president of
Eastern for one year of the seventies' decade but he was instrumental in building Eastern's image as a quality state
university.
Tighter admission regulations and expanded degree programs
in such areas as Business, Home Economics, Industrial
Technology and Teacher Education were major academic
successes during Doudna's administration.
Known as "The Builder" of Eastern, he initiated the construction
of Carmen Hall as an all-women's dormitory, and much of the
south campus. Thirty-five construction sites were completed
during Doudna's term of office.
He also initiated the construction of Lincoln Stadium, now
O'Brien Field.
In the spring of 1970 the 15,000th education degree was
awarded at graduation ceremonies and 7,887 students enrolled
for Fall Quarter, 1970.
After 33 years of service to the university, Vice-president
William H. Ziegel retired and President Doudna completed his
fifteenth and final year at Eastern in 1971.
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And a decade

Gilbert C. Fite (1971-1976) took over Eastern's helm in the fall
of 1971, a time when faculty morale was low due to inadequate
salaries, Booth Library growth was stunted by severe budget
cuts, and the football team was 'hoping' for a winning season.
In the early seventies Eastern students expressed concern. for
the world around them by staging a two-day protest against the
Viet Nam War, President Richard Nixon and the United States
Government. And in 1972 Eastern students were joined by the
American Civil Liberties Union in a battle for the right to register
to vote in Coles County.
Meanwhile, on campus, Doudna's tradition of expansion
continued into Fite's early years · as president. Construction
began on the University Union addition and additions to the
Physical Science and Fine Arts Buildings.
Eastern switched from a quarter to a semester system in 1973
and another controversy hit campus over whether to rename
the Union Martin Luther !(ing, Jr. University Union.
In spite of this seemingly tumultuous era of Eastern's history,
the school continued to grow. Eight thousand forty-one students
were enrolled for Fall semester in 1975 and an expanded
Continuing Education Program reached 1,500 students around
the state.

When Gilbert Fite announced his resignation in April, 1976 the
search began for a new president. While a board of administrators, teachers and alumni screened presidential
hopefuls, Martin Schaefer, then vice-president of academic
affairs, took over as acting president until Daniel E. Marvin was
selected as Eastern's fifth president.
In the first three years of his administration Marvin has created
two new departments in an attempt to improve Eastern's
academic environment and public image. Those offices, Dean of
Academic Development, and Department of Public Service, are
headed by Dr. Shirley Moore and Wayne Owens, respectively.
In the Fall of 1977 Eastern's American Federation of Teachers
local signed their first negotiated contract and Marvin signed
Eastern into the Mid-Continent Conference Athletic Association.
Coach Darrell Mudra joined the football team in the spring of
1978 and brought them out of a 16 year drought to win the
NCAA Division II National Championship in the fall1978.
Eastern's enrollment continued to increase during the 1978-79
school year while most other state schools' enrollment dropped.
Although it was good for Eastern academically, increased
enrollment caused a housing problem in the Fall of 1977 when
only 4,400 of Eastern's 9,600 students could be housed on
campus.
Another record high for enrollment was reached during the
1979 Fall semester but the administration expected that to be a
peak.
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Mary Parks, sophomore art major, checks an overhead transparency in the Audio
Visual Center.

Senior physics major Merri Anderson gives notice of physics
department activities.

Sophomore art major Cathy Miller works in the pottery room in tfie Fine Arts Center.
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Women's studies courses
provide new horizons for Eastern students
In March of 1977, the Council on
Academic Affairs delayed action on a
proposed
literature course
titled
"Women, Literature,. and Language"
because of its " controversial nature."
The course, developed in the English
department as one of several courses in
women's studies, was objected to by a
number of council members who
believed it was segregating the area of
women's literature away from regular
English classes.
Yet only two years later, "Women,
literature, and Language" is offered in
the English department on demand
along with several other women's
courses in major areas of study.
Eastern now also has a Women's
Studies Committee, funded both by the
university and the Federal government,

that is dedicated to "expanding
academic offerings and women's
programs to meet the needs and interests of men and women alike in
subjects long overlooked m our
educational system."
janet Norberg, chairperson of the
Women's Studies Committee, explained
that courses designed especially for
women are not entirely new on
Eastern's campus. In 1971 Norberg was
responsible for starting a graduate
women's course at Eastern titled
"Women in Rhetoric," one of the first of
its kind in the nation.
Since that time, the women's studies
program has expanded (under the
initiative of the committee's voluntary
members and Eastern's administration)
to include additional courses such as

"Women in Contemporary Society,"
" Economic Perspectives on Women,"
"Sex Roles and Social Change, " "Sex and
Politics," and "Women and Feminism in
the United States."
"People are finally becoming aware
that the area of women's studies is a
very viable area," Norberg said. She
added that favorable student response
the past may
toward these courses
have encouraged enrollment at Eastern.
Norberg pointed out that since
enrollment interests at colleges and
universities around the nation are
" heading to the area of women's
studies," perhaps enhancing Eastern's
curriculum to prospective students.
"These kinds of courses about women
are necessary because the largest
segment of our population is women,
who have for years been limited by
cultural role playing. They can make
women aware of their heritage and
their role models, and this (awareness)
can provide a sense of security and
motivation so women can feel that 'I'm
not alone,"' Norberg said.
The peopl~ on the Women's Studies
Committee are all volunteers, taking
valuable instruction on personal time to
commit themselves to developing a
woman's program at Eastern.
Shirley Moore, Barbara Joley, Sharon
Bartling, Robert Barger, Melanie
Rawlins, Peggy Brayfield, Mary Smith,
Mary Rogers, Jo hnetta Jones and
Margaret Soderburg are all members of
the committee.
In addition to the task of pushing
through courses for women, the
committee also sponsored a Conference on Women which was held on
November 13, 1979. The seminar included such topics as Assertiveness
Training, Women's Legal Survival, MaleFemale Relationships, and Women in
the Labo r Area.
In a comparatively short time, the
W omen's Studies Committee at Eastern
has accomplished a number of things:
first, it has taken the 1n1t1at1ve to
establish several courses for women
and men.
Secondly, it has generated the interest
and enthusiasm among students and
the administration concerning the role
of women in today's society.

m

-Chris Goerlich
One of Easter.n's women works in the campus _greenhouse.
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Sand play is fun time for Tracy Winnett and special education graduate
student Mark Schneider. Tracy is a student at the Diagnostic and
Developmental Center in Buzzard Education Building where Mark spends

about two hours each week helping the students and gaining teaching
experience.

A cut above

Special Ed department strengthens education program
Eastern's rating as one of the finest
schools of education just reached
another cut above--this year Special
Education was organized as its own
department.
"The program is not one of the biggest
in the state, but definitely one of the
best," staff member Dr. j ohn F. jacobs
said.
The entire department is pleased with
the change because of the opportunities now available to students
and faculty alike.
"There are a variety of benefits in our
program," jacobs continued. " It now
gives us more flexibility to plan for our
students."
jacobs said that the state will appropriate no additional funds resulting
from the change but added, "We now
have a larger staff and will be able to
seek more money because of this increase."
"We have been fortunate in receiving
a chairperson and new staff members
who are knowledgable, skilled, and
recognized," jacobs said.
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(The new chairman is Dr Timothy
Crowner, see related story, page 26.)
As a member of the faculty, jacobs
feels that he has an advantage. "More
stimulation and the cross-ferti lization of
ideas can bring more skills to teacher
training programs with ou r new
department," he said.
The Special Education Department is
moving heavily into two new programs,
an in-service program for Special
Education-Vocational Education majors,
and a statewide consortium in Special
Education-Vocation Education. "This is
an agreement between a number of
state universities to examine guidelines
and develop programs suited to the
needs of the handicapped in the state,"
jacobs said.
Department status makes Special
Education courses mandatory to
students in secondary and elementary
teaching.
"Now we will have more of a comprehensive Special Education program
open to a wider variety of students,"
jacobs explained.

Special Education majors are also
enthused about the program.
Eastern junior jana Moore from Arcola
feels that the new program is beneficial
to her major in elementary level EMH.
"Now that we have our own department I feel that I am in better classes
taught by better teachers," she said.
"Overall, I feel that I'm getting a better
education at Eastern," Moore added.
Another Special Education major,
junior Debbie Steele of Mt. Prospect,
said that she's " glad we are finally our
own department."
The program change "will make it a lot
harder to get through specia l education
and that's good because the teachers
will be trained better," Steele said.
Steele also said she is looking forward
to next year's off-campus program
involving observation of students in
Decatur and Champaign public schools.

- by Laura Henry

As a young boy, Dr. Floyd Merritt
always had two vocations in mind:
preaching and teaching. Now, as the
new
head
of
EIU ' s
speechcommunication department, he has the
chance to do both.
Merritt was selected for his new
position by President Daniel Marvin in
the spring of 1979, and his post was
made official on August 15, 1979.
"I feel that this is one of the best and
strongest speech departments you will
find," said Merritt. "However, I would
like to see more benefits for the
students, especially by building and
improving our graduate program."
Merritt divides his time by teaching
two speech-communications courses
each semester and by being an active
administrator.
His administrative duties include
arranging class schedules for the eightyplus speech-communications courses
that are taught by twenty-four teachers
under his direction.
Merritt is also responsible for assigning
advisors to speech-communications
majors and balancing and keeping track
of the department's money matters.
Before coming to Eastern in 1970
Merritt received his B.A. from David
Lipscomb University in Nashville,
Tennessee, where he was a Bible and
Speech major. He then earned his
master's at the University of Kansas,
Lawrence and finished with his doctorate at Ohio State University in
Columbus.
He received his Ph.D. after completing
his dissertation, a rhetorical analysis of
the public speeches and debate of the
famous speaker and lecturer, William F.
Buckley, Jr.
Merritt went to New York City where
he interviewed Buckley at his office in
the National Review Headquarters. For

two years Merritt held the position of
Executive Director of the Ohio High
School Speech League.
Merritt was active in the American
Federation of Teachers at Eastern as
vice-president for three years. Last year
he was president.
Merritt is also active in overseeing the
actions of WELH, the campus radio
station. He said there is a possibility that
WELH may receive an FM radio and
television station and that a study
committee is presently examining the
possibilities.
Merritt further explained that it could
be at least a two-year project because
radio requires a frequency check, FCC
license, plus a new studio and personnel staff.
Concerning WELH AM, Merritt said it
will " remain as is, strictly a student
station, because it provides good 'hands
on' experience for people beginning in
the mass communications field ."
When he finds free time in his busy
schedule, Merritt enjoy several hobbies
including reading and adding to his
collection of rare coins by using an
electronic treasure hunter that he finds
is "a fascinating piece of equipment."
He commented that he finds most
everything enjoyable because he's
" never been bored a minute in his life."
He said this was because he grew up in
a family of thirteen in Tennessee.
In the distant future he feels he will
eventually return to the South, but
emphasized that he loves living in
Charleston with his wife, Betty, and their
two children, Roger, 16, and Melanie, 9.
To sum up his new duties and
responsibilities, Merritt said that he is
looking forward to an inviting future
because " I've found everything
challenging in my life."

-laura Henry

New leadership
for speech-comm
department

"I feel this is one of the best and
strongest speech departments
you will find,'' Merritt said.

Campus closed circuit radio station, WELH, provides hands-on experience for speech-communications
students.
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New deportment heads ...
Timothy Crowner
Timothy Crowner's major goal as the
new chairman of the Special Education
department is to develop a master's
degree program in the department.
Crowner also hopes to offer certification for teaching special education
in the secondary schools and develop a
curriculum for pre-school handicapped
children and another course curriculum
dealing with severely and profoundly
handicapped individuals.
Crowner received his bachelor's and
master's degrees from Michigan State
University, and attained his doctorate
from
Southern Illinois UniversityCarbondale in 1970.
Having an extensive special education
teaching background from Michigan,
Crowner was special education director
of public schools in Kalamazoo for two
yea rs. He was also co-ordinator of
special education in Madison and was a
special education teacher in Lansing for
five years.
Before he began teaching at Eastern,
Crowner taught at the University of
Wisconsin, Western Michigan and
Southern Illinois universities.

Marilyn Oglesby
M arilyn Oglesby, chairman of the
M anagement and M arketing Department brings to her position an Eastern
business degree and graduate work
from the University of Illinois.
Although Oigesby was appointed
chairman at the beginning of fall
semester, the position is only temporary.
"The appointment was o nly for o ne
year when I accepted and the sea rch fo r
a permanent chairman is still going on,"
Oglesby said.
" I will keep the position until June and
at that time it will be permanently
fill ed," she added.
Oglesby has taught various marketing
and management courses over the past
ten years and most of those were at
Eastern.
" I hope to keep the department
operating adequately and would like to
recruit new faculty members for next
year." Oglesby said.

-Ed Mazzocco
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meet the chollengeof leadership
Theodore lvarie
Eastern received a new dean of the
business school when Theodore lvarie
was named to the post at the beginning
of fall semester of 1979-80.
lvarie assumed his duties Aug. 1
replacing the former dean Thomas
Jones.
Upon receiving the position, lvarie
said he had many plans to improve the
business sc hool incl uding need
assessment interviews, reduced class
sizes, improved facilities, off-campus
involvement and a focus on student
advisement.
"The students are not using academic
advisement. I would like to encourage
the students to get advice so that they
can have a friend to go to when they

have problems with their classes or
grades," lvarie said.
Before coming to Eastern, lvarie, his
wife and five children lived in Logan,
Utah, where he was the head of the
department of business education at
the University of Utah.

-Melinda DeVries

Francis Summers
Francis Summers, the new chairman of
student teaching, brings experience and
a broad background of ·education to his
position.
Summers received his bachelor's
degree in elementary education from
Southeast Missouri University. He then
received his master's and doctorate
degrees in educational psychology at
Southern Illinois University-Carbondale

and the University of Illinois, respectively.
Summers began his work at Eastern in
1965 as principal of Buzzard Educational
Laboratory School, a position he
retained for five years.
In 1971, he was appointed student
teacher coordinator for the psychology
department.
While holding the position as student
teaching chairman, Summers hopes to
organize an in service program for
public schools.
'The program would allow student
teachers from Eastern to go to area high
schools and concentrate on o ne specific
area of instruction," Summers explained.
"High school students as well as
student teachers will benefit from the
specialized instruction," he said.

Robert Barford
Robert Barford was appointed
chairman of the Philosophy Department
after the
death of the previous
chairman, jerome Long.
Barford has been a philosophy instructor at Eastern for 12 years and will
be chairman for the next three.
As chairman, Barford hopes to make
philosophy a general education
requirement and a stronger presence
on campus.
Barford also hopes to recruit more
faculty to the department and increase
the number of philosophy majors at
Eastern.
At the present time Barford is working
on adding new courses to the present
philosophy curriculum, but no definite
decisions have been made.
Barford received his bachelor's and
master's degrees from M arquette
University in Milwaukee, Wis., and his
doctorate from Indiana University.

- Ed Mazzocco
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State of the University Address
·President MaN in
salutes a
vintage year

On Thursday, Oct. 4, 1979, Eastern
President Daniel E. Marvin presented his
second "State of the University" to
campus staff, faculty and students.
Marvin opened his speech by saying
that the lone task for Eastern is to make
it a better place to live and learn.
"Eastern does stand tall; strength is
found in al l its parts," Marvin said.
"The past two-and-a-half years have
been good ones and we can become
better. We (Eastern) have to hold on to
things accomplished and stretch out for
more things," Marvin said.
Marvin noted the significant progress
in the financial management of the
University Union and the residence
halls.
"Besides regular scheduled class times
and activities for students, Eastern also
sponso rs Boys' State and state high
school track meets during the summer,"
he added.
Marvin also said he is taking long and
careful thought into the 80s and looki ng
at changes Eastern will see.
Co nce rnin g enro llment, Marvin
predicts there may be a decline to 8,700
students by the middle of 1990, which
would be Eastern's lowest enrollment
since 1969-70.
"We have to retain students in o rder
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to keep the ~nrollment high, but I don't
think Eastern wi ll decline as much as
other schools," Marvin said.
In discussing the education programs
at Eastern, Marvin cited its good
qualities and the possibilities of growth
and change.
Eastern has a good reputation for
quality education and has a good
balance of cultural events and entertainment programs," he said.
"The academic area must be flexible
to meet the demands of the society," he
added.

"The university will stand tall
and proud if we are committed to
M arvin.

excellence

"

Marvin also added that the two year
limit for fulfilling general ed ucation
requirements should be spread over
four years so that students may get full
benefit from the courses.
He spoke too on the need to increase
recruitment of black and minority
faculty.
In concl usion, Marvin acknowledged

two challenges which face him and the
facu lty.
" I want to spend more time visiting the
faculty on their own turf and I wil l
accept the chal lenge and visit the
faculty at their individual offices," he
said.
Marvin said he would talk to various
schools individually. He said he will go
to the schools of business, education,
fine arts, health, physical education and
rec rea tion,
home
P.conomics,
technology and the college of arts and
sciences separately.
" I want to follow the speech with
meetings to listen and see if we can't
turn ideas into workable solutions," he
said.
Marvin asked the faculty to put the
university as a whole first, before their
individual departments and themselves.
"The university will stand tall and
proud if we are committed to excellence as a whole, receive total
cooperati o n from everyone and be
flexible to accept the challenges the 80s
wi ll present and also be willing to
change with them," Marvin said.

-Ed Mazzocco

Public service is Wayne Owens' forte
"This is one of the most exciting things
have ever done in my life," Wayne
Owens, Eastern's first Director of Public
Service, said.
As director of the new office, Owens
is responsible for organizing camps,
conferences, and workshops . That
includes everything from basketball and
music camps to non-credit courses for
the students at Eastern. Owens also
works with businesses and industries to
iron out problems, and handles
programs for their employees.
"We identify the needs of a business
and attempt to extend the outreach of
the university," Owens said. This means

getting Eastern off the campus and into
the community, he explained.
But Owens' office does more than
plan camps and conferences. It handles
all the university registrations, faculty
arrangements, promotions and accounting. It will also assist in budget
development and coordination of
support services such as food, entertainment and lodging.
The Public Service Department also
offers non-credit courses to Eastern
students and other community
members. One such course is a creative
computer class. It is offered to everyone
from kindergarteners to adults.

Other course topics range from the
Arts to family life and from sports to
personal health.
Owens wants to utilize and organize
resources for the campus, as part of an
instruction, research, and public service.
"Nobody really knows much about
this," he stated. He wants to improve
the university's efficiency and expand its
services.
Owens is a dedicated public servant.
After graduating from Eastern, he
received his master's degree from
Indiana State, where he also taught.
Since his return to Eastern in 1969
Owens has been an integral part of the
Charleston community. He is a past
president of the Chamber of Commerce
and a member of the mayor's advisory
committee. He has also served on
several state committees,
and
Governor's Committees. He was also
on the Coles County Board for the
Mentally Retarded, and organzied a
training facility for the mentally handicapped.
Owens is pleased with the progress he
has made since the office opened last
summer. "We have come farther in the
first three months I have been here than
I expected."
This progress may be due to the fact
that Owens has been at Eastern for 11
years . He started in as Asssistant to the
office of the Vice-President of
Development.
He then became the Vice-President of
staffing, Administrative Affairs, Director
of Research and Planning, and acting
Vice-President of Affairs .
"This was all in one office," he said,
"They just kept switching the signs on
the door." Owens has been in his new
office as Director of Public Service since
the first of july.
When asked what he does with his
leisure time, Owens said, "Cutting my
head open!" referring to his bandaged
forehead, the result of a bump.
"Actually, " he explained, "I play tennis
everyday. That is, everyday it doesn't
rain." He also loves to sail and went to
St. Thomas this spring to pursue that
interest. "I don't have much time to
devote to my hobbies, though," he
added.
He is excited about his new office. "It
gives me a fresh outlook, but," he said,
" I'm not just sitting in the office all day. I
am out meeting new people and getting
involved . It adds a lot of variety to my
life. I really enjoy it."

-Missy Pershey
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Moll, Price receive faculty awards
Dr. Moll
Part of Eastern's proud heritage
is its quality education. Each year
students and faculty show their
appreciation for instructors who
make this quality education
possible by presenting the
Distinguished Faculty Award at
commencement in May.
The twelve-year-old award is
given to outstanding faculty
members who display dedication
through their service to Eastern,
their excellence in the classroom,
and their research.
Dr. Edward Moll, associate
professor of zoology, is one of the
recipients
of
the
1979
Distinguished Faculty Award. It is
clear from his narration of his
travels and his studies that Moll is
an experienced zoologist. He
spent a year in Malasia with the
Malasia Game Department setting
up management programs for
endangered species of river and
sea turtles. He also worked with
the fisheries and hatcheries on the
east coast during the summer of
1978 to benefit sea turtles there.
Moll, who received his doc-
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torate from the University of Utah,
has published 15 papers, including
a scientific paper and a chapter in
a book.
He said, "The most enjoyable
part of my research is collecting
the data. I enjoy my work very
much. This is an ideal situation
because it gives me an opportunity to do two things I enjoy,
teaching and research."
Moll said that his father, a
biology teacher, was one of the
greatest influences in the pursuit
of his career. He said that he
intends to continue teaching at
Eastern, and is "planning to go
back to the tropics or possibly the
sub-tropics to work with the
endangered species of turtles that
are being exploited for their eggs
and flesh."
Moll does not limit his research
to writing only. He is also a
member of the American
Association for the the Advancement of Science and the
Herpetologist' s League, an
organization which promotes
research of reptiles and amphibians.

~8)

Mr. Price
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John Price, assistant professor of
music at Eastern, is the second
rec1p1ent
of
the
1979
Distinguished Faculty Award.
"I started writing music very
early and decided that this was
what I wanted to do with my life,"
Price said, adding that he composed and performed his first
piece, " Dance of the Planets, " in
sixth grade.
Price's background in music is
well established. In the past, he
was chairman of music and fine
arts and conducted choir, drama,
and several musical choruses at
Florida Memorial College m
Miami. He earned his degree from
the
University
of
Tulsa ,
Oklahoma.
He is campus adviser to the
Alpha Phi Alpha social fraternity,
and a member of the AfroAmerican Studies Committee and
the professional music fraternity,
Phi Mu Alpha Simfonia. His other
interests include art, architecture
and the sciences.
In the future, he said, " I want to
continue as a composer. There
are many works .I'd like to
complete and have published."
Stepping into Price's office is like
stepping into a museum. His
lifetime interests are displayed in
collections of posters and artifacts
from his travels and studies.
He is currently at work on two
books and several papers dealing
with the history of Afro-American
music.
He said he would " like to travel
to Africa, Egypt, and Greece and
to go out on an archeological dig
to do more in-depth research into
the Afro-American life and the
development of music."
-Krista Stehr

r-
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In Memoriam
Jerome Long
Dr. Jerome B. Long was a simple man
with no immediate family, whose basic
interests in life were American
philosophy, his work in the university,
and gardening and traveling during his
free time.
He received his Ph.D. from Fordham
University of New York, and arrived at
Eastern in 1966.
"He was a man of traditional old
fashioned values," Dr. Ha Poong Kim of
the philosophy department said. "He
earned his money to go to school by
working on a tour bus that traveled
around the U.S. That's why, when he
had a lot of free time, he liked to explore countries other than this one. He
loved Europe and went back nearly
every summer." Long became head of
the philosophy department in 1978. He
died on July 13, 1979.

Charles Hollister

Dr. Charles Hollister was a man
respected by all for his honesty, and
concern for his college students, Dr.
Lawrence Thorsen, chairman of the
political science department said.
He went out of his way to help
people, and even kept office hours late
at night and on the weekends for
counseling and advice.
Hollister wrote over fifty articles on
law, political science and the constitutional rights of college students. He
received honors for many of his articles
and for his outstanding teaching.
Because of his concern with the
political science department, he created
several graduate courses to interest
more students in pre-law.
"He was a popular teacher and advisor," Thorsen said. "Everything that a
teacher should be, but wasn't always
respected for."
Hollister received his B.A. from
Nebraska State College, his M.A. from
the University of Arizona, and Ph.D.
from the University of Pennsylvania. He
came to Eastern in 1967.
Eastern has profited greatly from the
contributions made by him. He died on
August 3, 1979.

Elwood Tome
Dr. Elwood R. Tame received his Ph.D.
in speech-communication from the
University of Denver and in 1965 he
came to Eastern.
"He was a man of distinction," Dr.
Floyd Merritt, chairman of the speechcommunication department said.
Tame was able to accomplish the
goals he set for himself in life, yet he still
had time to devote himself to others.
He was an ordained minister for the
Church of the Nazarene and a Sunday
school teacher, who was devoted to
the church and its activities, to his
students, friends and colleagues.
Although Tame was not one to boast
of his accomplishments, he was
respected nation-wide for his excellence in forensics.
Students considered him an outstanding teacher, and when news of his
terminal illness spread, h e was overwhelmed with letters from shocked and
saddened students. His close friends
were greatly touched by this man's life
and his love of life.
So much could be said about Tame's
personal
life,
goals
and
accomplishments, that really nothing can
be said to rightfully honor a man as
humble and yet as great as was Ellwood
Tame. He died February 22, 1979.

Robert Ouzzord

Dr. Robert G. Buzzard, a man of
strength and determination, set this
University in motion. President from
1933-1956, he was a major force behind
the building of Pemberton Hall, M cAfee
Gymnasium, and Lantz Building.
Buzzard received his B.S. and M.S. from
the University of Chicago and later
earned a Ph.D. from Clark University.
Although Eastern was a small campus
when he arrived, Buzzard had a vision
that it could be much more. His final
days at Eastern were spent in much
happiness- seeing his dreams fulfilled in
this ever growin g campus. His love for
the University is sti ll felt in the presence
of Eastern's landmark-Old Main.
"Have you ever stood in the twilight ·
with the tower of Eastern silhouetted
against the western sky? Have you felt
the thrill of its profile against the
growing dark? So stands the profile of
Eastern as a challenge to the youth of
Illinois. Will you let it challenge you?"
Buzzard died June 13, 1979.
-Kim Thede
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----UB experiences success, failure
The University Board, in completing its
eighth year of existence, went through a
year of program successes as well as a
number of disappointments, including
concert failures and cancellations.
One of the highpoints for the UB in
1979 was receiving a summer budget
for the first time, enabling them to
sponsor outdoor concerts, movies and
lectures for summer session students,
UB Chairperson jean Goodwin said.
She also said each of the coordinators
were working more with their various
committees and setting their own
budgets and assuming all responsibility
for programming.
The 11 UB ·committees are Human
Potential, Performing Arts, Special
Events, Lecture, Movies, Publicity,
Concerts,
Coffeehouse,
Communications, Video Tape, and
Homecoming.
Goodwin said because of the success
of the Homecoming program in the fall
and Crazy Daze in May, the UB is now
considering adding a winter entertainment program.
The Video Tape committee also taped
all football games and planned to
compile film highlights of the season,
she said.
The renaming of the Fine Arts
committee is another change the UB
made this past year. It was renamed the
Performing Arts committee to broaden
its scope, Goodwin said.
Completing her first year as chairperson of the UB, Goodwin has experienced success and failure with the
outcome of events.
In the spring of 1979, the UB had
success with such concerts and lecturers as the Atlanta Rhythm Section
and underwater expert jean-Micel
Cousteau.
In the fall semester, however, the UB
sponsored Southside Johnny and The
Ashbury jukes but the concert was
cancelled at the last minute due to very
low ticket sales.
'The promoter took the loss on
Southside Johnny," Goodwin said. "We
would have made money from a 60-40
split with the promoter, but we didn't
lose any money when the concert was
cancelled."
Goodwin added that the concert did
not fail because it was a no name act,
but because it was not a number one
act.
'Tickets for concerts aren't selling
anywhere," Goodwin said. "They're

only going for the big names now."
Although ticket sales were poor for
the jay Ferguson concert on Oct. 19,
the concert was held as planned. The
UB lost about $8,000 on the concert btJt
that loss was later made up in
November for Parent's Weekend ticket
sales.
Another disappointment during the
year was the cancellation of the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra because
of a musician's strike, Goodwin said.
The high cost of filming also brought
the UB less profit in movies, Goodwin
said.

"Last year we used to be able to get
movies for about $400, but now movies
cost around $600," she said.
The UB receives its funds from the
Apportionment Board on the consideration that it must make as much
money that is given to them from the
AB, Goodwin said. Student fees are not
used in the UB's programming, she
added.
- Betsey Guzior

Homecoming coordinator Julie Hellyer and concert chairman Mike Berggren confer at a UB meeting.
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The UB sponsors movies every week either in the Grand B.allroom or here in McAfee Gym.

UNIVERSITY
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CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

UB members Angie Sadler, Jan Knoche, Nick Lloyd, and Dan Kolb.
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Photographic punch captures News
Just as news itself is not static, the Eastern News and its staff is
not static. Each year, new reporters, photographers and staff
editors (along with the veterans!) attempt to produce a daily
newspaper, and attempt also to continually improve it along the
way.
As the new adviser for the Eastern News this past year, Thomas
Hodges of the journalism department considered himself both a
tour guide and a coach.
"I function as a tour uide.-because I've been this route before; I
have some idea of
w y f
producing news. As a
, I oo a
•
problems, I suggest solutio I have
w to or
Although the equipment is t e same and t e bas1c ormat of
the Eastern News also remained the same, according to Hodges,
there was an increased emphasis on the quality of photography
in the News this year.
Hodges' principal concern is " to work with the editorial and
photo staff to produce photography with more punch." As
adviser of the News, he encouraged photographers to print their
pictures bigger and crop them more carefully. The advice stuck,

as evident in the bigger, livelier pictures the News produced
during 79-80.
Tom Keefe, editor in chief for both semesters, explained that
his goal was to examine news coverage more closely and " hone
it" to produce better writers.
"I want the Eastern News to win an All-American award, of
course, but more importantly, I am concerned about training
people to be journalists. I feel that if we continually improve
reporter.
d the overall quality of the paper, the awards will

b

did o
bY
s. News reporters
anrN-Irane C
r
•
a second place in
19l 911inols Assodated Press compe on for a lifestyle page
in the Friday edition of On the Verge. Reporter Bob Flider
received a third place in the investigative reporting category for
a probe on trafficking of marijuana.
Producing a daily student newspaper with a readership of
approximately 10,000 is no easy task. But, as Hodges points out,
"watching each paper happen is like a totally new creation. It's
hard work for me and the staff, long hours too, but I love it."
by Chris Goerlich

awa

nt.~liiW.:Iru!

Editor in Chief - Tom Keefe

News adviser Tom Hodges pastes up copy at the light table.
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Staffer Theresa Norton lays out the sports page as sports editor Brian Nielsen looks
on.

As part of his composing duties, advertising manager Chauncey Blaisdell sets copy
on the headliner.

First semester news editor Terri Hempstead edits copy for the 5 p.m.
deadline.

The News·office is a busy place as reporters ready themselves for deadline.
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Recap of '70s
main goal of
1980 Warbler

In order to capture the last 10 years in a
nutshell, the 1980 Warbler has attempted
to recap the most important events in the
'70s.
By using the symbolic theme of bridges,
" Bridging the Decades" has been the staff
members main focus of this year's book.
Photographers aimed to pictorally
capture the changeover from the '70s to
the '80s. Editors conveyed the changeover
with a summary of pertinent events
covering the last 10 years .
With more events occuring on Eastern's
campus each year, the Warbler staff added
an assistant sports editor to help cover
sporting events in an efficient manner. A
numerous amount of photographers and
reporters also helped to highlight the
happenings of the past year.
Editor in Chief - Kathy Klisares

Sports - Mark Rountree, Asst. Matt
Davidson

News Editor- Rich Bauer

Organizations- Phil Reardon

Photography editors - Sherrie Dumentat, Eric Smith, Adrienne Zuckerman
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Performances- Greg Moore

Lifestyle coeditors - Cathy George &
Cathy Stephens

Classes - Ruth West

Managing Editor- Susan Kaiser

Activities - Linda Charnesky

Academics- Beth Murphy

Index - Becky Corzilius
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Students get active
Student groups at Eastern are getting
more and more involved with politics
on campus.
The groups on campus include the
Student Senate, Young Democrats and
the College Republicans.
Student representation is the main
goal of the Student Senate, Senate
Speaker Bill Mueller said.
Keeping communication flowing
between the students and the administration, with ties to President
Daniel E. Marvin and the Board of
Governors is another function, Mueller
added.
The group tries to initiate new classes
and services on campus. Mueller said
this past year the senate tried to
contract a lawyer for student use.
The lawyer would work specifically
with students who have legal problems,
Mueller said.
An escort service was also started by
the Senate to protect women who need
to walk around campus at night, he said.
"If you have ideas or improvements
that you would like to see put into
action," Mueller said, " get involved with
the Senate or at least vote."
He said students cannot really
complain about the way government is
run if they do not even exercise their
right to vote.
Another political group on campus is
the Young Democrats.
The Young Democrats have most of
their activity around election time,
President Michael Nowak said.
This past year they endorsed and
campaigned for Larry Stuffle and
Maurice Arbuckle for legislative seats in
the 53rd District.
The Young Democrats also work with
and are affiliated with the Charleston
Democratic Club, Nowak said .
Different groups within the Young
Democrats endorse candidates for the
presidential primaries, Nowak commented.
He added that a " Draft Ted"
movement began on campus this year,
to support Sen. Ted Kennedy for
president.
Each year the Young Democrats
canvass the school
looking for
dependable people to join their group.
Nowak added if anyone wants to learn
more about the Democratic Party,
joining the Young Democrats is " an
excellent way to get involved."
Student government members look for recruits in the Union lobby.
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in political groups

This voter does not see to be having any trouble deciding who to vote for.

Helping Republican candidates in
general elections and primaries is the
function of the other student political
group on campus - the College
Republicans, President Jackie Motley
said.
When an election is not taking place,
the College Republicans are kept busy
recruiting new members, she said.
Motley said the College Republicans
work with Coles County Republican
Chairman Herb Brooks and also belong
to the statewide organization of College
Republicans.
During the year, the group attends
workshops and seminars to learn how
to become more effective campaigners.
The political groups on campus serve
to make students more aware of the
political scene on campus and on a
nationwide level.
-Sue Rentfrow

Filling out an election ballot can sometimes take a little time.
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Bond urges participation
Civil rights activist Julian Bond,
speaking on Sept. 18 in a University
Board sponsored lecture, encouraged
blacks to become more politically
involved and to seek civil rights.
Bond, in lecturing to a Grand Ballroom
crowd of about 325 persons, said blacks
must establish a voice in government in
order to get their views to the public.
Bond spoke out against President
Carter ' s attempt to
control
discrimination.
"President Carter seems singularly
committed to close the discrimination
gap, but he has not been effective,"
Bond said.
He attributed Carter's ineffectiveness
to his segregated background.
Noting particular discrimination cases,
Bond said the Alan Bakke reverse
discrimination case and Howard Jarvis'
Proposition 13 may have done more to
hurt black civil rights than anything else.
Bond compared these cases to a
battle between the haves and have

n'ots.

If a ship was sinking with lifeboats
enough for only a few, the ones to be
left out would be the young, the aging
and the minorities, Bond said.
On the topic of the controversial
resignation of United Nations Ambassador Andrew Young in August,
Bond said Young "was in his own way
an unwilling victim of a policy shift."
Carter lost his most uncritical supporter and his only representative to the
black community, Bond said.

Bond encouraged blacks to seek civil rights.

Dixon speaks out on energy
Secretary of State Alan Dixon began
his campaign for the U.S. Senate on
campus November 7, twelve months
before the 1980 elections.
As the guest of honor at a
Democratic fund-raising dinner in the
Grand Ballroom, Dixon said the two
major issues of the 1980 campaign will
be energy and inflation.
He said the U.S. should not be at the
mercy of weak nations such as Iran,
because they are "sapping the vitality"
of the U.S.
"There's a 250-year supply of coal
right here in southern Illinois," Dixon
said . It should be deployed instead of
buying foreign oil, he said.
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Besides coal, Dixon believes solar
power and gasahol should be looked
upon as alternate energy sources.
He also supports nuclear power as
an alternate energy source. "We need
those nuclear plants," Dixon said . "Fifty
percent of the city of Chicago's energy
is from nuclear power and there's no
turning back."
However, Dixon added that we need
to make nuclear power safer.
Dixon called the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission a failure because
commissions tend to pass the buck.
Dixon said he favors abolition of the
NRC because he said an agency is
needed whose head is directly an-

swerable to the president.
As a social moderate and fiscal
conservative, Dixon believes his attitudes reflect the majority of
Illinoisans.
"As your senator, I would work to
balance the national budget, because
you can't solve any problems until you
solve inflation," Dixon said.
Balancing the budget is the first step
to solving inflation," Di~on said.
"I would support an amendment by
congress balancing the budget, but
not a constitutional convention,"
Dixon said .
-Marc Pacatte

Student government offers challenge

Officers seek goals
Representing 9,000 students by setting
goals and trying to achieve them is a
way of life for Student Body President
Bill Houlihan and Executive Vice
President Bonnie Bijak.
Eastern's annual higher education
conference, accountability sessions, and
the appointment of 42 students to the
student faculty boards are just a few of
the achievements brought about by the
team of Houlihan and Bijak.
Both Houlihan and Bijak have learned
to work together to get things done.
"I think the president and the v.p. must
work closely with each other," Houlihan
said. "It's really important that the
officers get along."
Houlihan said that he feels that a few
major accomplishments have be~n
made under his administration.
''The escort service was one of our

prime concerns," Houlihan said. "It's
something Eastern needed very badly;
I'm glad it came about while I was here."
The escort service consists of male
and female volunteers who accompany
women across campus at night.
Another
of
the
major
accomplishments, the one which
Houlihan felt was the high point of the
year for student officers and senators,
was Eastern's conference on higher
education.
The conference attracted students
from other universities as well as
senators and representatives from
throughout the state and offered
student government leaders a chance
to learn from others.
"There's so much we can learn from
the other schools," Houlihan said.
It's a time for people and their

problems to come together and it's a
reality that we all worked hard to
achieve," he said.
Accountability sessions were also
instituted this year by Houlihan to
enable himself and his staff to become
better acquainted with the needs of the
student body.
"Interested senators, Bonnie and
myself visit the fraternity and sorority
houses as well as the Residence Hall
Association and other campus
organizations to get student input,"
Houlihan said.
We also ·send out invitations to these
people for our committee rneetings
because it's a way to get people interested and involved," he added.
Houlihan said students have taken an
interest and have come to several
communications meetings to get public
feedback on current issues.
Bijak, overseer of the student faculty
boards and assistant to Houlihan, said
she and Houlihan got off to a good start
by filling the board positions.
Student-faculty boards are composed
of several students and faculty members associated with a certa1.1 area of
campus who discuss the budget of that
department and listen to student
problems.
"It's definitely an accomplishment to
fill all the positions," Bijak said.
''The accountability sessions really
have helped. It lets the students know
we're here and that makes them feel
good," Bijak said. ''They know if they
have a problem they have someone
they can come to."
Bijak said several students and administrators have commented on the
working atmosphere that has existed.
"People have realized that we're
trying to do things a little different, a
little better and a lot more organized,"
she said.
They let us know how we're doing and
it makes us want to work all the harder,
Bijak said.
Both Houlihan and Bijak put in an
average of 25 to 45 hours per week.
"Some weeks it's not as hectic as
others but we're always doing
something," Houlihan said. "We feel like
we've achieved many things during our
term but there's a lot more to be done."
"Some things just take a little longer,"
he said.

-PatSheehey
Bonnie Bijak spends one of many hours as executive vice president of the student body.
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AB allots conservatively
Eastern's Apportionment Board
promoted a conservative attitude this
past year as the university faces a
possible decline in enrollment that
could lead to a decline in income.
The AB, supported totally through
student activity fees, supports 14
campus activities.
The AB consists of eight student
members and three faculty members
with an alternate for each, Kevin
Sandefur, AB chairman and financial
vice president said.
Although overall student activity fees
have not increased over the past few
years, funds for seven activities were
increased during the 1979-80 school
year, Sandefur said.
The AB allotted themselves $931
more this year primarily due to a wage
increase for civil service workers and a
slight increase in office supplies.
Due to an expanding Individual Events
Program, debate programs received a
$2,186 increase.
The health service received the
second largest amount of money with
an additional $2,000 this year because

Financial Vice President Kevin Sandefur served as Eastern 's AB chairman for 79·80.
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of inflation. Total allocation for the
health service this year is $43,000.
Campus radio station WELH received
a mere increase of $3.40 over last year.
The station had increased costs but
projected an increase in income to
offset it, Sandefur said. The station was
allocated $11,960 by the AB.
The University Board was granted a
substantial increase of $4,693 due to
increase in entertainment costs and an
expansive
summer
program.
The UB is a major AB priority as
evidenced by their total allocation of
$49,890.
The Student Government's budget
was also raised by $76.70 this year for a
total of $12,267.70.
In contrast, budgets for seven activities were reduced.
The most astronomical budget cut
was intramural sports and recreation.
The funds were cut $6,785 because

the AB decided it was unnecessary for
students to pay for building supervisors,
Sandefur said.
''This reduction has to be the biggest
change the AB has made this year. It's a
three year phase-out. It will save us a
bunch of money," Sandefur said.
The Art Board eliminated its art shows
this year, leading to a $175 fund cut.
The Art Board lost grants which
partially supported the art shows,
Sandefur said.
Due to a projected increase in income, the Eastern News' budget was
reduced by $4,547.
The News is
currently operating on $13,463 from the
ABandon advertising income.
The Warbler faced a reduction of
$544 in their allocations from last year
and received $25,028 for the 1979-80
school year.
With a reduction in copies printed, the
Vehicle's budget was reduced by $415

to a total of $1,325.
"Due to rapid inflation, our dollars are
covering less and less and we are leery
of expanding any programs," Sandefur
said.
The AB is looking for outside income
to help support these activities, advertising and individual contributions
can help to offset costs, Sandefur said.
Another change the AB made during
the year was the elimination of the
itemized student fee activity cards
which were distributed in the fall of
1978.
''The AB decided that students were
not interested in how their fees were
distributed but were only concerned if
there was an increase in student fees,"
Sandefur said.
-Laura Rzepka

Doug Bridgett acts as an AB voting member.

Student voting members Dan Petrik and Kevin Lamb listen to comments at an AB
meeting.

SlJ'PORTED BY STLOENT ACTMTY FEES
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Floundering EFSiosing $$$$$
The Eastern Film Society, although
floundering, continued to offer students
a variety of film entertainment during
the 1979-80 school year.
Professor Frank Stokes of the English
department, along with five other instructors and about four or five
students, work to bring films to
students.
Although small and relatively underfinanced, EFS presented 13 films,
foreign and American and made an
animated film festival, Stokes said.
"The Animation Fesitval at the
beginning of the semester was ·our
biggest success. It drew about 175
people," Stokes said .
"There always seems to be a large
attendance at the beginning of the
semester but then it tapers off toward
the end of the semester," he said .
Other than the film festival , popular
films shown by the society included Mel
Brooks' "The Producers," the suspense
classic, "The Third Man," and "Lord of
the Flies."
But even with the variety of entertainment offered by the society, the
floundering continues.
"We're losing money every semester,
and when we run out, that will be the
end," Stokes added.
-Ted Gregory

Students are in charge of running Ei-S films .

New adviser instructs Vehicle
Acting as a tool for blossoming
creative writers, the semiannual
magazine, the Vehicle, begins its 20th
year of publication with the same
literary tradition as when it started, yet
with a new adviser.
Earl V. Bobb of the English department
has assumed the position of adviser this
year while Evelyn Haught is on sabbatical in Greece. Haught has been
adviser to the English Club, the English
honorary fraternity Sigma Tau Delta and
the Vehicle.
Bobb said that the publication has
remained basically the same since its
inception in 1959. The poetry, plays,
short stories and illustrations are exclusively chosen by the members of
Sigma Tau Delta.
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published," Heinz said. "It shows that
we have more talent at Eastern besides
the athletes and performers_"
"The Vehicle is a perfect outlet for
writers to express their ideas and to be
creative, plus it allows everyone on
campus to read their works," Heinz said .
The Vehicle is distributed in the fall
and spring semesters. In order to keep
up with costs and because the Apportionment Board cut its budget, the
Vehicle is now sold for a dime a copy.
- Julie Penne
it is
again.
surprised
their pieces

WELH begins its 16th year
Ten years ago, song hits such as the
orginal "MacArthur Park" and the BeeGees' first number one single,
"Massachusetts" were aired over the
nation's radio stations -- including
Eastern's own station, WELH.
Today, WELH rides the airwaves from
Douglas Hall to Carman Hall with the
disco sounds of the Bee-Gees and the
dancing beat of the Donna Summer
version of "MacArthur Park."

Beginning its 16th year of operation,
the campus station includes popular
music as only one of its many features in
its variety of programming.
According to station manager Chris
Showalter, the Sunday night religious
show, "Joyful Noise" is the most popular
program on WELH. Hosted and
produced by Nestor Hansen, the show
features Christian music and discussion.
Showalter said the program was moved

from Sunday morning to evening
because of popular demand and increased listening audience.
For the Eastern sports enthusiast,
Showalter and WELH sports announcer
Kevin Wiggs co-produced an open
sports telephone line. Taped highlights
of the sporting event precede the open
telephone line for listeners. Showalter
said he hopes to have Eastern coaches
on the show as well as national sports
figures.
New to the program agenda is an
after-dinner album hour sponsored by a
local record store. The Record Cellar
works in conjunction with WELH in
putting together a program which plays
through an entire album.
Wednesday is nostalgia night as Fibber
McGee and Molly episodes are played.
The tapes are from a personal
collection of old radio programs owned
by adviser Stephen Hofer.
Hofer said that the "programming will
be better transmitted and better
received" with the purchase of three
new tape recorders, a new production
board and with the analysis of the entire
system in july. (A production board is an
audio control panel.)
"The systems analysis done this
summer has improved our transmission
greatly. Our transmitters are as good
now as when we got them and some
are at least fifteen years old," Hofer said.
"With the system we now have, we
have one of the best closed-circuit
systems in the co1.1ntry."
According to former WELH adviser,
Dr. Ken Hadwiger, radio equipment has
become "faster, fancier and much more
expensive." Hadwiger was adviser to
the station from 1964 to 1971.
Hadwiger explained that the station
was born in east lincoln Hall from which
the station gets its call letters. The
station began as the hobby of seven
students who built the transmitter in
their room and sent out signals. It was
soon recognized as a student activity
and received funding.
After gaining a number of followers,
the station was moved from lincoln Hall
to the Fine Arts building in what is now
the art department. In 1964, the Booth
Library became the sight of WELH
before it was moved to Coleman Hall,
its present home.
-Julie Penne
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~square

Folks' dance around

Slip the Cluth ... Ocean
Wave
family .. .Scootback .. .Box the Gnat...Fan
the Top .. .Wheel and Deal.
To many of us, those would be slightly
complicated and confusing instructions,
but to members of Eastern's square
dance club, The Square Folks, the calls
are basic and familiar.
Randy Stocker, president of the
organization, explained the group
membership includes both students and
area residents .
"We dance every week and encourage people to come and get some
lessons. This is a great opportunity to
meet members of the opposite sex,
tool" Stocker said . " It's a challenge to
square dance-especially considering
that there are 80 basic calls to learn."
Stocker added that the group also
works with line dances, waltzes and
polkas for variety.
Rober~ Hussey, physical education

instructor, advises the group and acts as
caller.
He said in addition to holding special
Homecoming,
Halloween
and
Christmas dances, The Square Folks
often travel to other towns to attend
dances.
Besides his involvement with the
Eastern group, Hussey is attempting to
form a new square dance club in
Charleston, for which he will also call.
"We have a lot of fun dancing. All the
calls make perfect sense if you stop and
think about it," Hussey said. " It's not too
hard to learn!"
As the most popular and widely
known type of American folk dance,
square dancing has a large number of
devotees around the country ...including
the enthusiastic Square Folks.
- Chris Goerlich

Square Folk members Ken Kersey, Jan Beutler, Lori Sprengel, and Tom Hussey show how it 's done.
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Instructor To"! Hussey makes the calls.

Roles created by Model U.N.
Just as the United Nations is working
for a more peaceable world today,
Eastern's Model U.N. is hoping to pass
on valuable experience so its participants may help mold a better world
in the future.
The Model U.N. is a student
organization based on the issues and
parliamentary procedures practiced by
the real United Nations.
The scale model is made up of about
forty students from all areas of study
and various ethnic backgrounds.
Each student takes the role of a
representative from each country and
debates a resolution brought before the
Security Council.
Topics include disarmament, Mid-East
conflicts, oil and racial wars.
Ideas for the issues are obtained from
national Model U.N. conventions and
opening statements made by the actual

United Nations.
Lea Ann Eubanks, director of public
relations for the Model U.N.; said the
topics covered at its sessions are "very
realisitic."
"We have topics that the real U.N.
would debate, though their resolutions
are much more detailed," she said.
Eubanks said that the debates
themselves follow closely to the real
U.N. in the sense that some
representatives become agitated over
the issues.
"The real U.N. debates, at times, do
become quite heated as they
sometimes do in the role-playing," she
said, "but the executive council follows
the parliamentary procedure used in the
real thing to calm things down again."
Learning parliamentary procedure,
current events, and public speaking are
three key benefits learned through the

Model U.N. Vice President Rhonda Lombardi makes a
proposal as President Ameen Dada listens.

Model U.N., Eubanks said.
"Keeping up on current events and
being able to speak well are essential to
the Model U.N. representative," she
said, "but the rep must also know when
he has the floor to speak and under
what restrictions."
As the real U.N. has become more
vocal in world affairs, the Eastern model
has become well-known and has grown
as a result.
Eubanks said that in the past ten years,
the Model U.N. has expanded from a
group of political science majors to a
collection of various majors ranging
from math to speech.
"The Model U.N. has become more
professional in its procedures and
resolutions, thus making us even more
like the real international organization,"
Eubanks said.
- Julie Penne

U.N. members Karen Buchanan, John Barger and Kim Sokoya assume roles as represen tatives of Jamaica, Kuwait and Nigeria.
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The group begins a long music jam.

All members join in on one of the more popular numbers.
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AR

The drummer and backup follow the leader's rhythm.

Wh~n the Atlanta Rhythm Section
performed in Lantz Gym on April 11,
1979, they recreated the magic of the
Allman Brothers Band, the Beatles and
Rolling Stones, as well as performing
their own hits.
Lead singer Ronnie Hammond announced at the beginning of the concert
their intent to perform a tribute to
Duane Allman and his band. "We're a
southern band and we'd like to recreate
some of their magic," Hammond said.
And recreate that magic they did. High
enthusiasm exuded from the audience
who jumped to their feet and stayed
there for much of the concert.
A hard-rocking solo number by ARS
lead guitarist Barry Bailey was very
reminiscent of the Allman Brothers
Band.
ARS also performed most of their
current hits, including "I'm Not Gonna
Let It Bother Me Tonight." The band
then performed "Champagne jam,"
which brought the audience to their
feet.
The audience stayed on their feet
throughout the next numbers, "I Am So
Into You," and "Imaginary Lover."
However, a new twist was added to
"Imaginary Lover," which the audience
loved.
An extended guitar solo in the middle
of the number soon transformed into a
rendition of the Rolling Stones' "Miss
You." Although this disco number
wasn't exactly southern in style, the
audience appreciated the unexpected
twist, especially the jagger-like moves
made by Hammond.
A transition into a solo by Hammond
on the acoustic guitar was made, as he
crooned the opening notes to the
Beatles' "Rocky Raccoon." The audience
once again were on their feet, as the
rest of the band joined in the song one
by one.
Altogether, it was a diverse, unique
performance by the now-proved
versatile ARS.

-by Theresa Norton

ARS holds the audience with the {)ower of its smooth sounds.
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Della
Joe
Hall boy
McDermott
Herbert Dean
Kitty Dean
Gwen
Perry Stewart
Fanny Cavendish
Oscar Wolfe
Julie Cavendish
Anthony Cavendish
Chauffeur.
Gilbert Marshall
Hall boy
Gunga
Miss Peake

Julie Woosley
Scott Reese
John Tilford
Jim Behr
Michael Shehorn
Gretchen Righter
Donna Parrone
Sal Viviano
Katie Sullivan
Gary Shrader
Toni Canell
Randy Haege
Thomas Howell
Terry Kroenung
Jim Wheeler
Brent Krueger
Cathy Feltz

Sometimes A Great Notion
David Sutton
Reverend Walker
Les
Joel Heifitz
J .B. Draeger
Tim Gress
Floyd Evenwrite
Terry Kroenung
Dan Dionne
Bony Stokes
Andy
Justin Matthews
Teddy
Jim Pierson
Real Estate Hotwire
Douglas Wroble
Boltcutter
James Behr
Leland Stanford Stamper
Gary Shrader
Reader Two
Kathy Lampen
Hank
Kevin Reed
Henry Stamper
Craig Ratcliff
Joe Ben Stamper
John Tilford
VivStamper
Dana Grigoroff
Reader One
Kris Salamone
Betty Cash

The Interviewer
Joe
Steve
Maggie
Brian
Mark

Dana Grigoroff
RichSchneider
Doug Wroble
Katie Sullivan
Gary Shrader
Scott Reese
Therese Supple
Julie Woosley
linda Neuzil

Upon a Mattress
Tim Arganbright
Leslie Rosenow
Princess No . 12
Wizard
Chester Davis
Lady Larken
Lisa Livingston
Queen Aggravain
Janice Hutson
Michael Shehorn
Prince Dauntless
Terry Kroenung
King Sextimus the Silent
Jester
Chris King
Sir Harry
Jim Pierson
Princess Winnifred
Kris Salamone
Karen Woodfin
Nightengale of Samorkand
Lords and Ladies April Eatherly , Dave Malehorn ,
Debbie Martin , Justin Matthews . Quenttel
Mathis , Debra Jaskierna, Sharon Nosbisch ,
Leslie Rosenow . John Satterfield . Julie
Woosley, Karen Woodfin , Sue Dabney

The Apple Tree
" The Diary of Adam and Eve"
Tim Arganbright
Janie Hutson
Chester Davis
" The Lady or the Tiger"
Chris King
Balladeer
Jim Pierson
King Arik
Lisa Livingston
Princess Barbara
Debbie Martin
Nadjira
Tim Arganbright
Captain San jar
Debra Jaskierna
The Tiger
Kristi Feli x
Beautiful Lady

Lysislrata
lysistrata . .
. ........... .. Becky Cox
Kleonike . . . .
. .. Kris Salamone
Myrrhine . ... • .•.•.•.. • •• •• • • . ....... Karen Reid
lampito. . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • . . . . .
. .. Gail Gober
lsmenia
...• . •.•. . .... Kathy lampen
Korinthian Girl . . ...... . •.•.• . ... Maureen Herrity
Policewoman . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ...... Dianne Wise
Koryphaios of Men . . .
. ....... Earl Halbe
Chorus of Men.
. .. David Gehrke, Michael Madlem,
James Mitchell, Gregory Moore,
Dwight Parker, Warren Patten,
Craig Ratcliff, Kevin Reed,
Douglas Wroble
Koryphaios of Women .
. . Gretchen Righter
Chorus o fWomen .
.. Judi Alcox, Patricia Baucum
Nancy Doliglas, Cindy Durkee,
Maureen Herrity, Nancy Hunt.

lynn lupo, Kim Parsons,
M erel Ray, Dianne Wise
Commissioner o f PubUc Safety ... . ... . . Terry Kroenung
Four Policemen
.. Gregory Moore, Dwight Parker,
Craig Ratcliff, Kevin Reed
Kenesias.
...... Timothy Cress
Spartan Herald .
. .. Craig Ratcliff
Spartan Ambassador ....
. ....... Kevin Reed
Peace..
. .. .. .•. • .
. ..... D ianne Wise

The Sea
Willy Carson

Evens. . . .

... . .... ..... . Sal Viviano

. ..•.. . .. ... . .. . . .... . Peter Samuel

Hatch.............•.•. • . • .• . ... .. . Randy Haege ·
Hollarcut...... • .•.•.. • . •. •.•. .. ... .. . Earl Halbe
Vicar . .
. ... Mark Highland

Carter .

. . . . . .. . . .. . .•. . . . .

. Jim Pierson

Tho mpson . . .
. ............ Terry Kroenung
louise Rafi . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. • .. .
. . To ni Canell

Rose Jones. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jessica Tilehouse .
Mafanwy Price.
~lly .
Rachel. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
Davis. . . . . . .
.• .•......

. ... Donna Parrone
. . ... Kathy lampen
. ..... Julie W oosley
. .... .. Merel Ray
. . Karen Reid
. ..... Sue Dabney

Townsmen ........... ,. . Oavkf Gehrke_, Rich Haimann

T•ming of the Shl'f!w
.. Doug Wroble .
. ... Dwight l. Parker
. .... Earl Halbe
Baptista.
. .. Toni Canell
Bianca.
. Donna Parrone
Kate .
.. Kevin Reed
Hortensia .
. Cathy Feltz
Servant .
. ..... , .•.• • .•.... .. Mark Highland
Gremio .
. Richa rd Haiman
Biondello . .
. ... Peter Samuel
Petruchio . .. .•. . . • . •. . ...
.. . Randy Haege
Grumio
. Julie Woosley
Christen .
. . Kevin Rettke
Pedant ..
. Kris Salamone
Seamstress
.... Karen Reid
Haberdasher .

Lucentio .
Tranio .

Vincentia .. .

Widow . . .

. .. Terry Kroenung

. .. Kathy lampen

Serv•nts
Nan
Gregory .
Nicholas .
Phyllis ...
Sugarsop ...

.. . lynn lupo
. Clay Peterson
. Vincent Smith
. . Merel Ray
. ... . Beth Adams

At a time when triviality and
monotony riddle the ranks of popular
music, Harry Chapin remains prominent
as one of the most original and
refreshing singer/songwriters of the past
decade. His lengthy but well-assembled
Dec. 6 concert in Lantz Gym was
welcomed by students as a last chance
to relax before the impending winter
ritual of final exams.
An estimated crowd of 2,000 attended the University Board sponsored
event, which was aptly titled " An
Evening with Harry Chapin." The two
and one-half hour performance of this
gruff-voiced, easy-going storyteller
made the evening for much of the
audience.
· Chapin's presence on Sti}ge was
relaxed and he honestly seemed to
enjoy what he was doing. Whether his
words brought waves of laughter to
attentive ears or tears from hidden
depths of emotion, Chapin was a wizard
of words and a master cobbler of

dreams.
There was a story behind every song
and the audience remained transfixed
through the performance like children
listening to late night tales · of elves,
dwarves and damsels in distress.
There were stories of pleasure and
pain; love and hate; solitude and
humor. Among the tales he told were
the classics "Taxi," "Cats in the Cradle"
and"WOLD."
The bittersweet lyrics of "Better Place
to Be," "Mr. Tanner" and " I Want to
Learn a Love Song" dropped moments
of solitude on the crowd as Chapin
related personal hopes, fears and
experiences.
The evening was not without notes of
hilarity, though. The rollicking " 30,000
Pounds of Bananas" filled the rowdy bill
quite well. Chapin did the song " with all
four ending," which brought the
audience to their feet to yell the chorus
back at the singer. When at last he

inserted the standard ending, the
audience remained standing to show
their overwhelming approval.
The blue-jeaned and sneakered
performer concluded his show with "All
My Life's a Circle," and another
audience sing-along.
A session of
autographs, hand shakes and kisses
ensued for those willing to wait in line.
During the concert, Chapin promoted
the
World
Hunger
Fund,
an
organization that he is deeply involved
in. Proceeds from the programs, poetry
books and T-shirts that were sold went
to aiding the hungry in the United States
and the world .
Harry Chapin is truly a modern
minstrel. With lyrical wit and craftsmanship of early Bob Dylan and the
common, friendly aura of Charlie
Daniels, Chapin is a legend. His show at
Eastern was surely a highlight of the
semester.
-Scott Fishel

Harry Chapin!
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50' clocl"\s give first-hand experience
For several years, Eastern's
theatre arts department has
contained a program allowing
students to · participate more
directly in theatre productions.
The Five O'clock Theatre
program allows juniors and
seniors (usually theatre majors,
but not always) to produce and
direct a short play for a nonpaying audience.
Students gain experience in all
aspects of theatrical production,
through working amidst the trials
and tribulations of putting or_1 a
show with little, if any, outside
assistance.
Since auditions for the performances are open to ~II
students, non-theatre majors are
usually encouraged to try out for
these shorter productions instead of tackling one of the major
department shows at the
beginning.
A great deal of diversity is
found
in
these
student
productions, ranging from absurdist comedy to deep tragedy
and including all the variations
between.

Senior Gretchen Righter; above, engages in a heated telephone conversation during a 5 O'clock Theatre
production of Tennesee William's "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, while sophomore Doug Wroble, left, participates
on stage in a performance of "Childhood."
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Houseman talks
television, theatre

John Houseman related his experiences with the
theatre and his early partnership with Orson Welles
during his appearance at Eastern.

People spend their time watching the
"tube" and they are mostly getting junk,
John Houseman, who portrayed
Professor Kingsfield in the now-defunct
television series "Paper Chase," said.
Houseman related his experiences in
the theatre Nov. 12 to a crowd of about
200 in the Union addition Grand
Ballroom by relating the history of his
seven theatres, the first one having its
roots in 1935.
Houseman talked about his partnership with Orson Welles, saying that
Welles loved using trapdoors on stage
but when they performed "Julius
Caesar," Welles was a victim of one.
Houseman and Welles were both
broke at the time but received
donations to perform "Julius Caesar."
"Fate takes care of the madman in

theatre," Houseman said.
One season they were a success and
the next season they were disastrous,
but "that tends to happen in New York,"
he said.
"Ultimately, the theatre depends on
love between the audience and the
performers. I loved introducing
Shakespeare to the audience, "
Houseman said.
"Each of my theatres fulfilled a specific
need in the community it served at the
time," he added.
Concerning the discontinuation of the
series "Paper Chase" Houseman said,
"We had a 12 to 13 million audienceby me that makes us popular, but by
CBS 25 million is popular."
-Laura Rzepka

Sexual exploitation
abounds in advertising
The sexual exploitation of men and
women in advertising was the topic of a
lecture and slide presentation Tuesday
Nov. 6 when jean Kilbourne appeared
in the Union addition Grand Ballroom.
Kilbourne showed numerous slides
which portrayed women's bodies as
mere products and in violent poses
being abused by men.
One magazine ad pictured a woman
laying on a bathroom floor with a glass
of spilled wine laying next to her. A
hand mirror was also laying on the floor
next to the body and a man's face was
reflected in it.
"This is obviously a murder or a rape
scene," Kilbourne said. And.the amazing
thing about it, is that the ad was simply
to sell a shoe.
The mostly female audience many
times laughed out loud at the ridiculous
messages some of the ads presented,
and sometimes made indignant clucks
and remarks.
One particular ad showed a voluptuous female in a reclining pose, saying
"My boyfriend told me he loved me for

my mind. I was never so insulted in my
life."
Ads like this, Kilbourne insists, are very
damaging to women. They . insinuate
that women are simply in existence to
be used sexually by men, she explained.
Men are also exploited in ads,
Kilbourne said. Men are rarely shown in
nuturing positions with children, which
she maintains is damaging to males.
Also, whenever men and women are
shown dong a traditional women's task,
such as laundry, they are pictured as
dolts- not knowing how much
detergent to put in. Kilbourne said
besides insulting men's intelligence,
these ads also ridicule the importance
of these chores, and the importance of
women.

I

Both women and men are sexually ·exploited by
magazine advertising, according to Jean Kilbourne who
spoke about her studies in this area.

Kilbourne stayed on after the lecture
to answer questions and to encourage
women to get involved and to lobby for
additional women's classes at Eastern.
She said, "It's hard to change these' - - - - - - - - - attitudes, but if we don't try, nothing
will change."
-Theresa Norton
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.Jay Ferguson
·rocks before small,
but enth.used crowd
. · It was about time jay Ferguson got to headline a bill at Eastern, after all
he has been on the music scene for some ten or eleven years. When he
appeared in Lantz Gym on Friday, Oct. 19 Ferguson proved he had
become a polished musician and bandleader.
One would never have guessed that Ferguson was over 30 years old.
The foot-flailing, piano pounding aero-imp was as physically fresh as ever.
But, one better, he sounded equally fresh, this time with more control.
The song selections were strong throughout the 90-minute set. The
rousing bars of "Shake Down Cruise" to the simple drama of "No Secret"
to the Rundgren-esque scales of "This Is Your Life" proved strength in the
face of nostalgia - that of Ferguson's participation in Spirit, the role of
counterpart to Randy California and the all-but-forgotten jo jo Gunne.
While he did exhibit his present status he did not ignore this history - a
nostalgia that remembers well and reveals a worth in itself.
Ferguson rejoiced in Randy California's "I Got A Line On You" and
captured "Mr. Skin," a self-penned gem.
The night was enhanced by smooth transitions, emotional play and
perpetual tomfoolery. The band members' groping never became vulgar
or obstinate. It was mostly fun in a comedic way as jay grabbed beneath
the keyboard for the keyboardist's vitals and carried his guitarist, infantlike across the stage.
The band itself was as tight as family with all members carrying
choruses. This technique fares well in a style which rocks hard yet covers
a spectrum of vocal melody lines supported by true harmony.
All in all, it was a very strong evening of rock and roll. And those who
were there know.
- M ike Goodrich

A member of the local band Skater, top, gets the audience warmed up before
Jay Ferguson, above, performed in Lantz Gym October 19. At right, Ferguson
performs some stage antics for the estimated BOO students.
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Versatile Steve Allen
highlights Parents Weekend
The air in Lantz Gym, somewhat silent
during the first weeks of November,
was stirred by laughter and song as the
multi-talented entertainer Steve Allen
performed before two large Parents'
Weekend audiences on Saturday Nov.

3.
Allen, whose talents range from poet ·
to talk show host, held his audience in
admi ration for an hour and a half with
his scholarly but not stuffy manner.
Allen's wife, ·Jayne Meadows, was
schedu led to appear with him, but
cancelled due to illness.
Parents and students alike seemed to
accept not only his boogie-woogie style
music and singing, but also his relatively
clean humor.
Allen opened the show singing one of
his most popular songs, "This Cou ld Be
the Start of Something Big," which then
lead into a session of questions from the
audience, which he then answered.
One person asked, "What do you
think of Charleston?" to which he
replied, "In all honesty, I rarely do."
Another question asked was "Mr.
Allen, do you smoke marijuana?" He
immediately replied, "Absolutely not! I

do put it on my cornflakes though."
Another highlight of the show was
Allen's satire of the Guiness Book of
World Records. Some of his categories
included strongest man, longest ride on
a steer, fastest speed reader and other
unusual records. In each category, he
gave his version of what he felt should
be in the book.
Allen also gave a short " lecture" on
the way Americans use the English
For example, the word
language.
"zolboy," should be pronounced " this
o le boy" and "zapnin," is really a
substitute for "what's happening."
Terry Gibbs, a musician that Allen
referred to as "King of Vibes," conducted orchestra and played the
xylophone besides acting as Allen's
sidekick.
As the show drew to a close, the two
competed in a xylophone showdown,
in which they exchanged quick spurts of
the intrument's hollow sounds.
Although Steve Allen's performance
was filled with many of his different
talents, it was only a very small part of
his complex personality.
-Linda Morgan and Scott Fishel
Steve Allen, above,
opened his Parents '
Weekend performance
singing "This Could Be
the Start of Something
Big." The multi-talented
entertainer also played
the piano, left, accompanying himself on
his self-penned songs.
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Coffeehouses provide

alternate entertainment
Folk singers, magicians and comedians
provide an alternate form of entertaiment for students practically every
week.
The University Board coffeehouse
committee offers a multitude of entertainers practically every Thursday
night in the University Union Rathskeller
for a mere $1 admission fee.
Coffeehouse coordinator jan Knoche
said there is a lot of work involved in
obtaining interesting and talented
performers each week -- and not the
least of these problems is money
considerations.
The coffeehouse committee is
allotted a certain amount of money by
the Apportionment Board.
" I have to be really careful to work
within the budget," Knoche said. " It
would be really easy to spend over
what I'm allotted."
"The only real problem I have in
booking the acts is getting their prices
down," she added.
"Folk singers are usually the cheapest
and they have a lot of talent. Magicians
and comedians usually run more
money," Knoche said .
Despite these money problems,
Knoche attempts to bring to Eastern a
diversity of talent. She said there are
some performers who perform here
each year because of their popularity
with the students.
"Stephen Baird is always a big one. He
always draws a crowd," she said. Baird is
a street singer from Boston.
Knoche said folk singers jim Post and
Louise Dimicelli have also visited
Eastern on numerous occasions.
The coffeehouse committee also gives
talented Eastern students a chance to
perform before a live audience when
they sponsor "Open Stage" coffeehouses.
Publicity is also a big part of the
coffeehouse success. "I have to make
sure the publicity committee gets the
information out to the students. And
then we have to make table tents."
Table tents are the little signs that are
placed on the tables in the Rathskeller
touting that week's performer.
"It's a lot of work," Knoche said.
But all this work seems to be put to
good use, for the weekly coffeehouses
are a popular part of entertainment at
Eastern.
-Theresa Norton
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Junior Patti Gaines, above, sings at one of the Open
Stage coffeehouses. Left, Louise Dimicelli performs
during one of her many visits to Eastern, while
below, Bob Friday strums his guitar for guests in the
Rathskeller during his appearance here in Sep·
tember.

UNIVERSITY
BOARD

Is 1979 the end of an era for UB?
The close of the 70's may signal the
end of an era for Eastern's University
Board.
After almost ten years of providing
concerts and speakers of immense
popularity, the UB ended the 70s with
cancelled concerts and an $8,000 loss
for another.
Cancelled during the fall semester
were Southside Johnny and the Asbury
Jukes.
A month later 800 people
showed up for the Jay Ferguson
Homecoming concert which resulted in
the $8,000 loss and raised question
whether future concerts could be held
in Lantz Gym .
It all began in 1970 during Parents
Weekend . The UB, then known as the
Student Activities Board sponsored the
Cowsills that weekend . Later that same
semester Three Dog Night performed in
Lantz Gym.
The success of those two concerts
enabled the Apportionment Board to
provide a free concert in the spring
The
featuring The Association .
Homecoming concert featuring Johnny
Mathis was a success with over 4,000
people in attendance.
Guest speakers that year included
Ralph Abernathy of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference and
Chicago Seven defense lawyer William
Kuntsler.
The 1971-72 school year brought
singer B.J. Thomas to campus for a
concert. Neil Diamond also appeared
. in concert that year.
Speakers on campus that year
delivered lectures on a variety of topics .
Speakers included Benjamin Spack,
former Georgia governor Lester
Maddox, and United States Senator
Edmund Muskie.
There were not many performers at
Eastern during the next year, but en-.
tertainers who appeared were well
recei ved.
Songwriter Henry Mancini appeared
for Homecoming and the Guess Who
gave a rousing performance in a soldout Lantz Gym .
A touring company of the musical
Godspell and mime Marcel Marceau
also appeared on campus that year.
The musical group Sha Na Na was
another performance appearing at
Eastern that year. Tickets were two and
three dollars each.
When the 1973 fall semester began,
the SAB became officially known as the
UB. During the next school year (7 3-74)
the UB provided some of the best
entertainment of the decade at Eastern.

,

There was a variety of music and lectures.
That fall Mac Davis appeared at
Homecoming, but that was only the
beginning. Later in the semester the
rock group America appeared. Less
than a month later the Beach Boys
performed in Lantz Gym .
The rock group Poco and Procol
Harum also appeared that year. Lecturers included Illinois poet Laureate
Gwendolyn Brooks and transsexual
Christine Jorgesen.
The next school year (74-75), the UB
began to experience problems with
some of its concerts.
The Homecoming concert featuring
Dionne Warwicke lost $5,000.
A
concert featuring Three Dog Night lost
money as did a Jo Jo Gunne concert.
After suffering these losses, the UB
decided to try promoter-run concerts.
The first concert featuring Black Oak
Arkansas was a well-receive success.
Parent's weekend was again successful
that year with a sold-out audience

seeing comedian Bill Cosby.
Near the end of the spring semester
1,500 students petitioned the UB
complaining of its decision not to
sponsor a concert featuring the rock
group Chicago.
The fall 1975 concert season began
with the rock group Chicago. Other
groups that year included Aerosmith
and singer James Taylor.
The 1976-77 school year featured
concerts with Barry Manilow, Seals and
Crofts and Kansas.
During the next two years, groups
such as Bachman-Turner Overdrive, the
Outlaws, Charlie Daniels Band, Maynard
Ferguson and Atlanta Rhythm Section
appeared here.
The UB may have begun the fall 1979
semester with two dismal failures, but
for almost ten years it has provided
Eastern students with entertainment
that could not have been found
anywhere else.
-Marcel Bright
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Gridders fall
from top of
notional ronl~s

Eastern's defending national champion
football team experienced a rather
disappointing season in 1979 with a 7-4
record and failed to advance to the
NCAA Division II playoffs.
However, the Panthers did enjoy
several high points in the 1979 campaign as they won their first five games
of the season to set a record for the
nations longest winning streak at 13
straight games.
After wins over South Dakota, Butler,
Wayne State, and Northeast Missouri,
the Panthers faced perhaps their
sternest test in head coach Darrell
Mudra's two year reign.
Shooting for win number six, the
Panthers traveled to Carbondale to face
Southern Illinois University, a Division I
school.
In a highly emotional contest played in
80-degree heat, Eastern defeated the
Salukis 22-14 on the strength of two
Steve Turk to James Warring TD passes
and a seven-tackle, three-sack performance by defensive end Pete Catan.

Poke Cobb, Eastern's all-time leading rusher, scrambles around end.
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The victory prompted many Eastern
fans · and coaches to declare that the
Panthers had "the best team ,in the
state."
However, such contention proved to
be a bit premature when Eastern suffered a stunning 1Q-7 upset loss at home
to cross-state rival Western Illinois in a
regionallv televised contest.
The Panthers never seemed to
recover from this loss, dropping three
of their next five games to Northern
Iowa, Youngstown State, and Akron.
The Panthers still had a chance at an
NCAA playoff berth if they could defeat
the Akron Zips in their regular season
finale. But unfortunately, the Panthers
could not hold on to a 16-15 fourth
quarter lead, and thus had to settle for a
three way tie for last place in the MidContinent Conference with a 1-41edger.
-Andy Savoie

Dan DiMartino boots a field goal out of the hold of Jeff Gossett.

Flanker Scott McGhee nabs a first down catch against South Dakota.

Jeff Gossett adds to his 40-yard average with this punt.

All-American James Warring nabs a TD pass against Western 11/iriois.
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Hidden behind a wall of defenders, Dan DiMartino boots an extra point against Northern Michigan.

Halfback Lonnie Denton scrambles through an onslaught of defense men.
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Quarterback Steve Turk led Eastern 's attack against Butler.

Cobb sets rushing record

Pok'e sprints past

aconfused Bob Gruber of South Dakota.

Eastern running back Poke Cobb
capped a brilliant four year career for
the Panthers in 1979 by rushing for
1,609 yards and breaking numerous
state and national rushing records.
The first of these marks to fall was
Illinois Benedictine's Ken Carruthers alltime Illinois collegiate rushing record of
3,806 yards.
Cobb surpassed Carruthers in a
September contest with Wayne State
wheh he ran for 174 yards and three
touchdowns in a 58-21 victory over the

Tarters.
Cobb broke yet another major record
in the first week of November when he
rushed for 173 yards in a losing cause
against Youngstown State.
He broke Michigan Tech's jim Van
Wagners' record of 25 games of over
100 yards rushing against the Penguins.
On November 10, Cobb eclipsed
perhaps the most prestigious rushing
mark of all, running for 161 yards in
Eastern's 24-Q victory over Illinois State.
In that game he surpassed Panhandle

State's jerry Linton's Division II national
rushing record of 4,839 yards.
The senior from Clover, South
Carolina finished his career at Eastern
with 5,042 rushing yards. This enables
Cobb to now be fifth ranked behind
Pittsburgh's Tony Dorsett, Southern
California's Charles White, RandolfMacon's Howard Stevens, and Qhio
State's Archie Griffin for career rushing
yardage for college running backs
regardless of division.
-Andy Savoie
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l3ooters 2nd
in ·nationals;
Rolheiser
nabsMVP

Although soccer coach Schellas
Hyndman cited last year's team as the
"best ever," this year's squad made the
best better.
Capping its 14-4-3 season with a
second-place finish in the NCAA
Division II, the Panther squad wrapped
up the best year in Eastern's history of
the sport.
Individual boaters not only contributed to the team effort, but in turn
were recognized for their own potential
as senior defender Terry Rolheiser was
named Most Valuable Defensive Player
of the post-season games and was
invited to the annual Senior Bowl to be
scouted by the pros.
Rolheiser was also invited to play in
the annual Senior Bowl as was goalie
John Schram. Schram refused the invitation as an alternate to the Bowl after
suffering a leg injury in the championship game. Schram was also one of
two Panthers drafted by North
American Soccer League (NASL) teams.
In the NASL draft, junior striker Ross
Ongaro was picked in the first round by
Edmonton and Schram was nabbed in
the second round by the Dallas Tornadoes.

The qoina really gets tough when you 're competing against your teammates in
an intersquad game.
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Not only did the boaters finish as one
of the top two teams in their own
division, but they competed well
against a number of Division I schools.
One of head coach Schellas Hyndman's
goals for the season was to "break
even" in terms of a won-loss record with
the Division I teams which they did, but
not just as they planned.
Instead of winning a few and losing a
few, the Panthers tied nationally-ranked
Indiana 1-1, Evansville 2-2 and Quincy 00 before receiving a bid to the playoffs
where they shut out University of
Missouri-St. Louis 3-Q.
After seeing through the first goal of
the season, Hyndman established two
more which were making it to nationals
and finishing better than last year's third
place in the nation. Needless to say, the
Panthers did both.
Extremely pleased with the team's
performance, Hyndman said, "I think
the players surpassed their potential.
Everyone wants to finish first in the
nation, but finishing second is just one
step closer."
-by Kathy Klisares

•

Gordy Weidle maneuvers around his opponent.

All-American Gordon Prempeh springs past his defender.

Colin Cumberbatch and teammate Gordy Weidle attempt to defend
their ground.
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Baseball team posts winning marl"\
Despite losing five of the eight starting
regulars and three to the professional
ranks, Eastern's men's baseball team still
managed a winning season under
second-year coach Tom McDevitt.
Their 20-18 season record was only a
game shy of taking them into postseason play. The Panthers were
defeated 6-3 by Indiana State-Evansville
in the playoff that decided the fourth
and final team for the remaining Great
Lakes regional bid.
The final record was somewhat
misleading because two of the losses
were forfeits due to Eastern using an
ineligible player on the southern road
trip in March. However, head coach
Tom McDevitt was still satisfied with his
team's progress.
"Overall, I was pleased with the
season," he said. "The fact that we lost
five of the eight starting regulars (from
the year before), I thought we did very
well."
Jeff Gossett (New York Mets), Rick
Doss (Montreal Expos), and Pat Rooney
(San Francisco Giants), all signed with
pro teams thus forfeiting their senior
season with the Panthers.

First baseman Gordon Smith eases in to score .
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As a team, McDevitt said the real
highlight of the season was beating
Western Illinois four times in a row.
"Those four losses wiped them out (of a
possible post-season bid.) During this
string our pitchers were superb."
The winning pitchers in the victories
over Western were Ken Westray, Tim
Ozga, Rick Furmanski, and Elliot
Skorupa . Westray
handed
the
Leathernecks a 3-1 setback, while Ozga,
Furmanski, and Skorupa all threw
shutouts beating Western 1-Q, 2-Q, and
s-o respectively.
The pitching staff is the hardest hit· to
graduation. Three of the top six pitchers
on the '79 squad are seniors. Paul
Kastner, Rick Furmanski, and Tom Ozga
leave a void to be fil led in the mound
corps.
Leftfielder Paul Franson, Charleston
native Dennis Connelly, and designated
hitter Cam Kennedy are the only
regulars that are departing via the
graduation route.
The leading hitter for Eastern in '79
was freshman Tim Pyznarski. A product
of Chicago Heights, Pyznarski batted
.302, led the club in home runs with six,

runs scored with 27 and tied for total
hits with 32 . In addition, he was named
second team All-District third baseman.
Senior Dennis Connelly was second in
average hitting a strong .301 , and was
picked third team All-District for his play
at the second base position. Outfielder
Kenny Saxe was third on the team in
batting averages, hitting .292 on a squad
whose combined average was .271.
Designated hitter senior Cam Kennedy
finished the '79 campaign leading the
club in RBI's with 33, triples with four
and tied for top honors in total hits with
32.
Mark Steppe was the stolen base king,
swiping seven on the year. The junior
outfielder was second in runs scored
with 26, while hitting .281 on the year.
The ace of Eastern's pitching corp5
was sophomore right-hander Elliot
Skorupa. Skorupa had an unblemished
record of s-o and led the team in
earned run average with a very
respectable 2.78. Skorupa was honored
for his fine overall performance by
being named third team All-District.

-

Matt Davidson

Against SlU-E, pitcher Tom Ozga covers first base on a close play.

Freshman Tom Detmer snares a throw from the catcher on an attempted steal.

Senior Paul Franson belts a pitch from a WIU pitcher.

Coach Tom McDevitt and assistant Ewen "Lefty " Bryden ponder over their
next move.

Dennis Connelly leaps to nab a throw from catcher Marty
Pulley.
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Men harriers
boost winning
season: Moore

\

An exceptional year for Eastern's
men's track team was highlighted by
their tenth place finish in the NCAA
Division II championships. The Panthers'
fine performance at the meet left head
coach Neal Moore with a good feeling.
"Anytime we finish in the top ten I feel
we've had a good season," he said.
Eastern came away with five AllAmericans from the championship
meet. Outstanding in the meet was
junior Bob Johnson who was the
national champion in the 110 meter
high hurdles. His time of 13.81 set a
new varsity record and qualified him for
the NCAA Division I Championships.
In the Division I meet Johnson made
the semifinals running against the
world's best. 'That was the real
highlight of the season," Moore said .
Senior Casey Reinking earned AllAmerican honors by finishing second in
the 5,000 meters, qualifying him for the
NCAA Division I meet. Although he
didn't place, Moore said " he was one of
our consistent point getters and team
leaders."
Other All-Americans were seniors
Mike Hatfield who placed sixth in the

Larry Schuldt leads teammate Mike Hatfield over the hurdle in the grueling steeple-chase.
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3,000 meter steeplechase, Don Larson
who finished sixth in the pole vault, and
John Mcinerney who placed fifth in the
1,500 meters.
As a team, the Panthers began the
season by whipping Indiana State in
their lone dual meet of the year and
then taking top honors in the seventh
annual Eastern Illinois Invitational.
Later in the year, they finished second
in the Mid-Continent Conference
Championships while having eight
individual champions. Among those
was Casey Reinking who won both the
5,000 and 10,000 meter runs and was
honored by being named Track Performer of the Year by the conference
coaches.
Graduating seniors on the 1979 squad
were distance runner Bill Bandy, long
jumper Terry Carpenter, 10,000 meter
runner Kenny lnglert, sprinter Reggie
Johnson and former national champion
Ed Hatch.
The outstanding freshman of the '79
season was 400 meter hurdler joe
Snyder. "He did an outstanding job for
us," Moore said.
by Scott Fishel

Freshman Joe Snyder competes in the 400 meter hurdles, one of his
specialties.

Sophomore Bob Cervenka arches his back while attempting to clear the high
jump bar.

Distance runner Reo Rorem struggles past the finish line.

Dan Larson goes up and releases the pole on his way to a successful try in
the pole vault event.
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Panthers boast experienced line·up
Before the 1979-80 basketball season
began, Eastern's 12-year coach Don
Eddy talked about his current team
being his best ever.
With seven of its final nine games
scheduled for Lantz Gym, Eastern
appeared to be in good shape, but a
sixth straight playoff spot was still not a
certainty because other Great Lakes
teams such as Wright State and MidContinent
Conference
teams
Youngstown State, Western Illinois and
Northern Michigan were also enjoying
successful campaigns.
Eastern's cagers won 12 of their first 15
games and appeared well on their way
to a six straight NCAA Division II Great
Lakes Regional playoff berth.
The Panthers, who were ranked as
high as fourth in the NCAA Division II

-~

ratings, had played well enough to
make Eddy the winningest basketball
coach in Eastern's history. Eastern's
impressive 77-53 triumph over Northern
Iowa on jan. 17 was Eddy's 197th career
win, one more than the mark set by the
legendary Charles Lantz.
Earlier in the season Eastern placed
third in two December tournaments.
The Panthers played in the Fighting lllini
Classic at the University of Illinois
Assembly Hall, where they gave wellregarded Illinois State a close battle
before final ly bowing 64-59. The next
night they bounced back to top Kentucky State 65-59 in the consolation
game.
Then at the Puget Sound (Wash.)
Invitational Eastern was ripped 77-54 by
host Puget Sound, a highly-raleJ

Division II squad, betore knocking off
Boise State 77-72 for third place.
Eastern's other loss was a 69-68
heartbreaker
against
Northern
Michigan, which snapped the Panthers'
18-game Lantz Gym winning streak.
Six-foot-eight senior Craig DeWitt,
who had nabbed third team AllAmerican laurels the previous year, got
off to a slow start, but raised his scoring
average to 13.1 points per game by the
last week of january.
Close behind in scoring were 6-foot-9
junior center Dennis Mumford at 12.7
and 6-foot-6 sophomore forward Ricky
Robinson at 10.5.

..,

Sophomore Ricky Robinson shoots over an opponent from Southwest
Missouri.
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Dennis Mumford, a junior from Canton, Ohio, puts in two points against
Southwest Missouri.

warren Patten, a junior transfer from Westark College, steadied the Panther attack with his consistent ballhandling.

Seriior Jim Williams maneuvers against an opponent.

Breaking past his man, Mike Pickens drives for two.
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Harriers place third in nationals
Eastern's men's cross country team
once again found itself among the
nation's elite at season's end, even
though they had to overcome injuries
from the beginning of the season.
The Panther harriers finished third in
the NCAA Division II national championships at Riverside, Calif., marking
the 11th consecutive 'Top Ten' finish for
Eastern.
Other highlights of the Eastern season
were a second straight Mid-Continent
Conference championship, a third place
finish at the state meet, and an easy
Great Lakes Regional crown.
Eastern head coach Tom Woodall was
pleased with the way things turned out
for his team this season.
"I think we have to be pretty happy
with our season," Woodall said. "After
overcoming all the adversity (injuries)
we had to, I'm very proud of the way

our people performed."
"A lot of teams come and go, but we
are always right there in the top five at
the end of the year," Woodall said.
Individually, Eastern was paced by
senior joe Sheeran. Sheeran ran 10th at
the NCAA II national meet, thus
becoming the first four-time AllAmerican in Eastern's history.
Sheeran turned in national finishes of
ninth as a freshman, second as a
sophomore (the highest finish for an
individual in Panther history), 24th as a
junior, to go with his 10th place finish in
1979.
Sheeran was forced to overcome
injuries throughout the season and his
efforts in doing so gained Woodall's
praise.
"Joe has had an outstanding career at
Eastern," Woodall said. "He had some
injury problems, but was such a good

On your marl~ ...

Get set ...

At the beginning of a meet with Northern Illinois, the harriers battle for position.
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competitor that he was able to still run
well."
Eastern's other performers at the
nationals were juniors Larry Schuldt and
Terry Donahue, who turned in 33rd and
35th place finishes respectively; senior
Mike Viano, a transfer from Valdosta
(Ga:) State, sophomore Mike Beresford:
and seniors Paul Wilhite and Reo
Rorem.
Rorem, a four-year letterman, also
suffered from injuries through most of
the season, and finished a disappointing
102nd at the nationals.
Earlier in the season, the Panthers
hosted the second MCC meet, and the
Panthers edged out the University of
Northern Iowa 24-32.
-Brad Patterson

Go!!!

At the annual alumni meet, the harriers struggle past the two mile mark.

Eastern runners appear to have the edge at the one mile mark.

During the Great Lakes Regional, the harrie-rs jockey for position.
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Netters cop even .500 season
'
After dropping its first two matches of
th e seaso n, Eastern's men's tennis team
bounced back to win four of the final six
matches.
In that string of wins, the Panthers
defeated the University of Evansville 8-1 ,
Millikin University 7-2, Indiana-Purdue at
Indianapo li s 8-1 and DePauw 6-3.
Eastern's final season reco rd of 4-4 was
not truly indicative of the squad's ability,
since three of the losses were to Division
I schoo ls.
Head coach Gerald " Dutch" Gossett
said that th e amount of scho larships a
team has pretty much determines how
success ful a team w ill be. " It rea ll y makes
it tough when you don't have sc holarships and you play schools that do," he
said.
Due to th e bad weather, the netters
only pa rticipated in eight meets and the
first ever Mid-Co ntinent Conference
champi o nships.
In the MCC meet, the Panthers placed

fourth out of five teams. Despite their
disappointing finish, seve ral individuals
placed highly in the field .
Playing in the number four singles
position Brad Patterson was second in
the conference. Patterson was paired
with sophomore Tom Wenzel at the
number three doubles spot to nail
down second place in doubles competition. On the year, the duo finished
w ith a very respectable 6-1 record .
Joe Benyo stepped right in as a
freshman to aid Eastern's cause. He
placed second in the number six
position in the confe rence championships and finished the year w ith a 65 mark.
In o nly his first year of co ll egiate
competition senior Mike Stumpe placed
third in the MCC in number three
singles. He ended the yea r posting a
record of 6-5, thus ending his first and
final yea r of his tennis career. His accomp lishm ents did not go unnoticed by

Rick Hayden attempts to get in position to return an opponent's shot.
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coach Gossett.
"Mike did a real good job," Gossett
said. "He was probably our most improved player. I think he started the
year at number six in singles and ended
up number two. In doubles he jumped
from number three to one," he added.
Eastern was at a disadvantage for
much of the year due to two seniors
student teaching. "If we would have had
Pete Manual and Brad Siler we would
have been much stronger in doubles,"
Gossett said.
Overall, Gossett was pleased with the
season record, but pointed out it might
have been different with better
weather. "I'm sure our record would
have been much better had we not had
some rainouts," Gossett said. "Considerin g everything I thought we did
very well," he added.

-Matt Davidson

Just completing his forehand stroke is senior Brad Siler.

Ruggers field
strong team

Eastern 's Bill Balich attempts to get the ball off to a teammate while a St. Louis Rambler hangs on.

Battling for position is Eastern's Jim Baab and a St.
Louis team member.

Eastern's rugby club is gaining more
popularity on campus since its
beginning nearly three and a half years
ago, publicity chairman Victor Bobb
said .
"The attitude of the team is
remarkable," Bobb said. "Where else
would you find such a hard-working
group of guys that spend a lot of their
money and time? They also work out
four nights a week for the enjoyment of
the game."
Achievements and rewards for the
club include those not only from
winning key games, but earning individual honors as well.
This fall hooker Fred Capriotti and
prop Eric "Bobo" Davisson earned
honors by being named to the All-Union
Illinois State rugby team during the
Union tournament held in September.
Bobb said key victories for the ruggers
have been many but perhaps the most
impressive win was against the Missouri
state champion St. Louis Ramblers this
fall.
-Jane Meyer

Fighting for possession of the ball are Eastern and St. Louis squad members as Fred Capriotti (2) looks
on.
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Grapplers extend dual
winning streal"\ to 31
With five returning All-Americans and the 1978-79 £?ivision. II
Coach of the Year, Eastern's wrestling team contmued 1ts
dominance of dual meets by running its unbeaten dual streak to
31 , midway through the season.
.
.
Head Coach Ron Clinton has placed h1s squad m the top four
each of the past three years including a close second-place finish
last season.
California State-Bakersfield edged the Panthers 112.75-112.5
for the Division II crown last season, but the Panthers weren't
concerned with years past upon starting their 1979-80 campaign .
" I'm really looking forward to this season," Clinton said before
the 1979-80 season started. "Our main goals will be to go undefeated, repeat in the MCC (Mid-Continent Conference) and
place in the top three of the nation."
Individual national champion Bob McGuinn returned at the
134-pound weight class as a junior, along with national runnerups Bob Stout at 167 and Gena Savegnago at 190. Senior
heavyweight wrestler Dave Klemm competed again after placing
third in the Division II finals and second in Division I.
Clinton admitted that he wasn't quite sure how his grapplers
would perform this season although he soon discovered that this

All-American Bob McGuinn tangles up his opponen t.
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year's squad surpassed all expectations.
.
"We're doing much better now than I thought we would at th1s
stage," Clinton said after has squad completed the 1979 portion
of its schedule. ''The back-ups that we've been using throughout
the year because of our injuries have really done the job for u~. "
A few of the injuries which Clinton referred to were a naggmg
neck muscle sprain suffered by 126-pounder Doug Schafer,
which sidelined the All-American hoepful off and on, a neck
injury to Blackman and symptoms of the flu which more than
one grappler suffered thoughout the year.
Derek Porter replaced Schafer when he was injured and won
his individual match in the Panther dual with Indiana. In that
match Eastern won 32-4 in impressive style with three new faces
in the line-up to conclude their 1979 portion of the season.
After the Panther victory over Indiana, Amateur Wrestler News
rated the Panthers the second best team in the nation, behind
Bakersfield .
On the ratings, Clinton said, "We don't like to pay much attention to polls or ratings, but I figured that we'd be around
second or third ."
Eastern's mid-season success included victories in the Illinois
Open, the Central Missouri tournament, and a dual rout over
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville.

Bob Stout appears to have the upper hand in this match.

Coach Ron Clinton offers useful suggestions to one of his wrestlers .
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Tonl~ers boost promising start
Despite having only 16 swimmers on
the team, Eastern's men's swimmers
compiled a 5-3 dual record through
January.
The Panther squad began its season
on a high note by taking the team title
of the college division at the lllini Invitational. Following in succession were
victories over Missouri-Rolla, and
Division I schools Illinois State and Ball
State.
In the middle part of January Eastern
finished second in the Illinois Intercollegiate at Chicago, and then lost
at home to Bradley and Indiana State in
dual meets. The tankers defeated
Millikin on January 25 and suffered a
loss on the road to Western Kentucky
the following day. They began the
month of February by stomping
Southeast Missouri 76-38 . The
remaining meets featured such foes as
Southern Illinois-Carbondale and rival
Western Illinois.
Head coach Ray Padovan said that he

figured the lack of depth would hurt his
squad even more than it did.
·"I didn't think we'd be quite as good,"
he said. "We didn't really get that big of
a recruiting year. Potentially we only
have one new person who could help
us.
"We're down to about 16 swimmers.
Last year we had about 22," he added.
Even though the depth is down, he
indicated that the squad is ahead of last
year's.
"We've had five people qualify before
Christmas," he said. "We also qualified
all three relays."
The Panthers who've surpassed the
national standards were Tim Bird in the
100- and 200-yard butterfly, Steve
Boone and Mike Roessler in both the
100- and 200-yard breaststroke, Tom
Hussey in the 100- and 200-yard
backstroke, and AI Cymbal in the oneand three-meter diving competition.
The three relay teams which qualified
for nationals are the 400-yard medley,

Tim Bird, who swam the 100- and 200-yard butterfly, qualified as a national contender.
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the 400-yard freestyle, and the 800-yard
freestyle.
Members of the 400-yard medley
were Bird, Hussey, Roessler, and Ted
Soltys. The 800-yard freestyle relay
consisted of Soltys, Mike Foley, Joel
Edwards and Bird, while the 800-yard
freestyle included Soltys, Foley, Jim Hall,
and Bird.
The lone newcomer on the 79-80
edition tankers was freshman Gary
Shaw. He was sidelined the first half of
the season with health problems.
Among the goals for the Panthers in
the remaining meets were to defend its
Mid-Continent Conference title of a
year ago. Padovan said depth would
create real problems for his squad in the
MCCmeet.
Numbers wise we are really in bad
trouble, but quality wise I think we are
in real good shape," he said.
In the upcoming national meet the
Panthers hoped to improve upon last
year's 15th place finish.

Five of Coach Padovan 's swimmers qualified for national competition, including the butterfly.
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Lady Panthers
fall in regionals
Behind the strong arm of ace hurler Bonny Kraemer, the
women's softball team compiled a quite successful and lucrative
season.
According to newly acquired head coach Lynette Nivens,
Kraemer was the catalyst that sparked the Panthers into postseason play. "Bonny would have to be considered the key to
Eastern's success; according to the statistics, her pitching held
the team together. She would have to be considered the MVP."
In addition, Nancy Brigham captured the team batting crown
by compiling a rousing .325 average while stealing six bases to
lead the club in that department.
Phyllis Tambling batted .279 and knocked in 13 runs last spring
to lead the Panthers in RBI's.
Jan Cusac also had a successful season at the plate by boasting
a .292 batting mark.
The Panthers were zero for the '79 campaign in home runs,
being held to primarily singles and doubles throughout the bulk
of regular season play.
In post season action, the Panthers were entered in the AIAW
state tournament at SIU-Carbondale. In pre-tourney polls,
Eastern was seeded third in the eight team, double elimination
tournament. The seedings for the AIAW tournament are based
on the won/lost records a state team has compiled vs. the other

i~-state schools.
In the opening game of the tournament, Eastern defeated SIUEdwardsville, a team which they had previously beaten twice in
regular season play. In the second game, EIU suffered a 6-G loss
to Western, the tournament favorite. However, the Panthers
were not quite ready to bow out of the tournament. Via the
strong arm of Kraemer and timely hitting, the Panthers battled
back through tournament competition to face Western once
again in the tournament finale.
Again the golden arm of Kraemer prevailed as she eight-hit the
Leathernecks and defeated Western 7-G.
That game set up a grudge match against Western in the
championship game of the double-elimination tournament.
Eastern was all but shut out in the hit department through the
first four innings when they finally squeaked out a run in the fifth.
That run and Kraemer's magical arm were all the Panthers
needed to capture the AIAW tournament crown and advance to
the regionals in Whitewater, Wisconsin.
EIU entered the tournament in the number one-seeded
position while Western, who was also granted a tournament bid,
was given the second seed.
Eastern staggered around erratic pitching and light hitting to
falter in the regionals. Indiana University, who eventually won
the regional tournament and went on to take fifth at the national
tournament, clubbed EIU in the first game of the tourney.
Eastern suffered a loss to Western Virginia and subsequently was
ousted from the double elimination tournament.

Catcher Phyllis rambling blocks the plate for Eastern while a Ball State player attempts to take her out of the play.
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-Mark Rountree

Field hocl~ey
team compiles
winning season

Watching the ball after her follow through is Kim Olson.

Under the guidance of second-year
coach Betty Temple, Eastern's field
hockey team posted a winning record
of eight wins, six losses, and two ties.
Among the wins for the Lady Panthers
were victorious over Divisio n I schools
Indiana State, Eastern Michigan and
W estern Michigan and a win over
NCAA Division Ill-member Principia.
Temple said her squad's most
significant wins were " probably when
we beat Northern Illinois and the
University of Wisconsin-Madison at
Northern Illino is in a triangular meet.
Both games went into sudden death
and penalty stroke situations at the
end," she said.
Overall, Temple indicated that she
was happy with the season, but added,
" I thought we'd be better than o ur
record shows."
The team's schedule is a big reason
why the Panthers don't have more
triumphs in the win column. "W e play
tough competition consisting of mostly
Division I schools," Temple said.
The Panthers have a tough schedule
because they are o nly one of two
Division II schools in the state. The
other team at Eastern's level is Southern
Illinois U niversity-Edwa rdsvi lie.
Tl-)e individual leader in goals sco red
was junior Do nna Macios, who Temple
said " led o ur attack."
·
This year's edition of field hockey was
unique in that Eastern had two girls who
shared the duty of defending goal. The
two alternating w ere freshman Deb
King and 7 8 returnee Becky Lagrande.
Heading the list of incoming freshmen
making important contributions were
Deb King, Colleen Fletcher, Kim O lson
and Mary O hl, Temple said.
O n the defensive end Temple listed
Phyllis Tambling as the squad leader.
Off of the 1979 squad Donna Gale,
Ca rmen Ritz, and leading scorer Phyllis
Tambling were senio rs who completed
their careers.
Despite the loss of the three seniors,
the future for Eastern's field hockey
team appea rs bright.

by Matt Davidson
Peggy Moore maneuvers the ball, attempting to get by an opponent.
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Women cagers in rebuilding year
Eastern's women's basketball team
posted an 8·8 record during the first half
of the 1979-80 season, despite the
return of only one starter from the '78'79 squad.
The Panthers lost starters Veda
Sargeant and Marche Harris who
departed to Illinois State, along with last
year's coach Melinda Fischer.
Through the team's first 16 games, 6'1"
senior center Jo Huber led in scoring
with a 16 point average and in
rebounding with an 11 per game
average. Freshman guard Nancy
Kassebaum was second in scoring with
a 15 points per game mark and was tops
in steals and assists with 83 and 51
respectively.
Linda Ellsworth was nE)xt in scoring

with a 14 points per game norm and
second in rebounding, averaging 10
boards a contest. Junior forward jo Ann
Archer rounds out the double figures
scorers with an even 11 point mark.
juniors Brenda Wibbenmeyer and
Sandy Thorpe and senior Jane Bertolino
formed the remaining nucleus of firstyear coach Bobby Hilke's club.
Eastern began the season with wins
over St. Mary's of Texas, Baker
University of Kansas, and Missouri-St.
Louis in the UMSL Thanksgiving tourney.
Chicago State, Bradley, Ball State, and
the University of Northern Iowa (twice)
also fell victim to the Panthers in the
1979-80 campaign.
St. Louis U., Western Illinois, 18thranked Northwestern, Chicago Circle,

Forward Jane Bertolino battles for a loose ball as opponents hinder her progress.
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and Illinois State were the Division I
teams to defeat Eastern. At the Division
II level the Panthers were defeated by
second-ranked Nebraska-Omaha and
the University of Dayton.
Most people would want to shy aw~y
from such competition, but coach
Bobby Hilke thinks otherwise.
"We've been playing tough competition, but we've gotten better from
it," she said.
With tri-captains Linda Ellsworth, Jo
Huber, and Jane Bertolino
graduating, it appears that recruiting wl ll
play a key ro!e in the future success Qf
women's basketball.
-by Matt DavidSQn

all

Standout sophomore guard Sandy Thorpe drives in for a layup in a
scrimmage.
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Shuttlebirds
confident of
successful year
JOGaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.aaac:

Under the leadership of new head
coach, Karen Early, the badminton team
proved once again that they won't let
any other teams stand in their path.
The season began with a few tournament jitters and a lower than expected third place finish in the Southern
Illinois Invitational. But in typical Eastern
style the Panthers bounced back and
captured the prestigious Saluki Invitational at Carbondale.
Early explained that the victory at
Carbondale gave the team confidence
that they would need to be a top
contender in the state tournament as
well as the national tournament. Wins
over Western Illinois and Illinois State
also proved to be significant victories,
Early said.
Early cited teamwork, the players'
constant positive attitude and team
depth as reasons for their success.
"Our biggest strength was the depth
we had," she said . "The top seven
returning players and the strong playing
of the new people added up to a very
successful season."
Following state, the team traveled to
Dominquiz Hills, California to compete
in nationals. Last year the squad finished
third behind Arizona State and UCLA
and Early has high hopes that the team
will finish among the top five teams this
year.
Senior Becky Stuckwisch ended her
career at Eastern playing at the number
one singles and number one doubles
·positions. Early described this season as
" her best season ever." The team will
also lose sophomores Lisa Young and
Marcia Metzger who are transferring to
the University of Illinois.
Returning next season to fill the top
spots will be Janet Haberkorn, Sue
Gonnella and Cathy Oltman.

Two members of the Panther's squad tune up for the Saluki Invitational where they won first place.
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Women spil~ers post winning season
Eastern's women's volleyball team had
a banner season for 1979, accumulating
a total of 34 wins and five losses.
Under the direction of first-year coach
Lynette Nevins, the Panthers claimed
third place in the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women state
championships in November.
Three of the Panthers received honors
by being named to the all-state team.
Those receiving the distinction were
junior Kathy Schoene, sophomore Mary
Martello and freshman Mary An·n
Seiwert.
Nevins said Schoene and Seiwert were
instrumental in many of. the team's
~ictories for the season.
. "Schoene progressed from not playing
much at all last season, to becoming the
central blocker of the team this year,"
Nevins said. "And, by the end of the
season, Seiwert was the most effective

An E/U spiker returns a volley against her opponent.
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hitter on the team."
Wins over Western Illinois, Northern
Illinois, Southern Illinois-Carbondale
and key Division I schools were notable,
although Nevins said the team's win
over Lewis University showed the squad
at its peak.
'We defeated Lewis just the weekend
before the AlAW meet only to have
them beat us in the state competition,"
Nevins said.
Lewis went on to place fourth in the
nation among Division II schools.
"I think that on any given day, either
one of our teams could have won,"
Nevins said. "But since we had already
defeated the teams they lost to in the
nationals, I think we could have been
ranked nationally."
"We do have the potential to become
a nationally ranked team in a year or
two," Nevins added.
-Jane Meyer

Following a meet, rookie coach Lynette Nevins
wraps up an intervie w with a reporter.

Tankers post 5·4
dual record

Under Coach Ray Padovan, the squad posted a 5-4 record.

With just one duai meet left on its
schedule, Eastern's women's swimming
team posted a 5-4 dl al meet reco~d and
added 4th and 5th place finishes in
multi-team meets during the 79-81)
season.
The Lady Panthers wt:re w1der the
guidance for the first time d men's
coach Ray Padovan. Unlike the past few
seasons of Eastern swimming, Padovan
was blessed with depth and numbers.
"It's somewhat of a new team,"
Padovan said. "In the past they were
always plagued by a lack of numbers.
This year we have 17 swimmers," he
added.
The tankers' wins thru january came
over George Williams, Evansville, Ball
State, Northern Illinois, and DePauw.
Among the squad's losses were defeats
at the hands of Division I opponents
Indiana State, the University of Illinois,
and Illinois State.
The remaining portion of the 1980
season finished witt- the Panthers
hosting Chicago Circle a11d Western
Illinois, and dates at the AIAW State
Championship and at the AIAW
Division II National Championships at
Clarion, Pen:1sylvania.
Despite having three meets left on the
schedule, no less than six swimmers had
qualified for national meet compeftion.
All-Stater Sharon Bird competed in the
so-, 100-, and 200-yard butterfly, with
freshman Ricki f<ousey swimming in the
100-yard backstroke. Lorr Gill in the 200yard butterfly, tynn Miner in the 100
and 200-yard breaststroke, Lorene
Harris in the 1650-yard freestyle, and
Linda Konrad in the one-meter diving
are the remaining members going to
nationals.
Rousey, Miner, Bird, and Gill also
participated in the national meet, as
members of the 200- and 400-yard
medley relay teams.
In other years an Eastern swimming
team might have been satisfied just
qualifying, but not this team.
Losing just seniors Sue Berdan and
distance f reestyler Bonnie Lovett,
recruiting is not as high a priority as in
past years. However, Padovan said he
was getting a tremendous amount of
response from recruits.
- Matt Davidson

In the 1 9 79-80 campaign, the Lady tankers proved their winning ways.
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Netters place
2nd in state

After getting off to a disastrous start
Eastern's women's tennis came on
strong the latter part of the season and
finished second in the state tournament
while posting a 5-7 record under the
guidance of first-year coach Karen
Earley.
The Panthers opened the season by
losing to Purdue and Missouri and went
on to lose four of their next five matches.
Coach Earley gave her opinion on the
bad start by saying that at "the first part
of the season we played the top
schools," she said, "but we dominated
all the Division II schools we faced."
Among the wins for the Panthers were
victories over Ball State, Northern
Illinois, and Western Illinois.
But most impressive were wins by
shutout over the University of IllinoisChicago Circle, and the College of St.
Francis. Eastern fell victim to Division I
schools Illinois, Eastern Kentucky,
Southern Illinois, Memphis State and
Illinois State during the year.
Individually, the highlight of the
season was the play of sophomore Jill
Anderson at the number one singles
position. Anderson was 4-1 and finished
third in the highly regarded Millikin
tournament. Her performance enabled
her to have the highest finish ever for an
Eastern netter. On the season she

Manding the net, this netter returns·her opponent's shot.
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compiled a fine 13-6 mark.
Anderson combined with junior Deb
Belton at the number one doubles
position to finish second in the state
tournament. The duo posted a 3-1 wonloss record in the state tourney and
finished with an 8-7 record for the year.
Playing in the number two singles
position Belton tied Anderson for the
team's best overall record. She also
finished with a 13-6 mark in singles play.
Patti Groth successfully came back in
the middle part of the year after
recovering from a broken leg to have a
5-2 record playing in the number three
and four singles positions. Versatile Jill
Krueger had a 2-1 mark in the number
four position. Josie Roberto, playing in
the number five singles, was 3-1 on the
year, while Janet Haberkorn compiled a
4-2 record in the number six spot.
Another person making a significant
contribution to the team was freshman
Kriesten Peterson. In the four matches
she played in, she was undefeated at
the number six singles position.
The lone senior on the 1979 team was
Maureen Fitzpatrick. She was an occasional participant at the number three
doubles spot.

A member of the women 's tennis team drills a forehand shOt to
her opponent.

Smith sisters
>'

pace harrier's
national finish
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Top: Physical fitness takes time and two members of the cross country team prove it.
. Bottom: All-Americans Ruth and Robin Smith train for an upcoming , meet.

Led by senior All-Americans Robin and
Ruth Smith, Eastern's women's cross
country team placed eighth in the
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
for Women (AIAW) national meet at
Tallahassee, Florida.
Ruth Smith earned her All-American
award via her ninth place finish in
17:52.1. Her time broke an Eastern
record set by her twin sister Robin.
Robin placed 12th, allowing her to be
among the elite group. Only the meet's
top 15 finishers qualified for AllAmerican honors.
The Panthe~s reached the national
finals by first defeating Loyola to win the
AlA W Division II state title and then
winning the AlA W Midwest championship.
The harriers finished 2-o in dual meet
competition with a victory over
Southern Illinois University of Carbondale and a double dual win over
Southeast Missouri State and Loyola . .
Adding
to
the
squad 's accomplishments were a thi.rd place finish
in the University of Illinois Open, an
eighth place finish in the Illinois State
University Invitational, a fifth in · the
Western Illinois Invitational, and an
eighth place finish at the Southern
Illinois Invitational in which the field was
comprised of mostly Division I schools.
Robin Smith ended her career at
Eastern by taking individual honors in
four different meets throughout the
year. She added a second and a fourth
p.lace finish to her list of credentials.
Ruth Smith ran second fiddle to Robin
all year until the nationals where she
turned in her record performance.
Head coach john Craft, now in his first
year, said the graduating seniors will be
hard to replace but said he believes the
experience that Sperry and Olsson
received at the nationals will be a big
boost for next year and added that they
should be the team leaders on next
year's squad.
As a whole group, Craft said he
stressed the team concept and that the
team progressed quite a bit in that
direction. throughout the year .
-Matt Davidson
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Smith Leads
Tracl"\sters
'79 Campaign

Behind the superb record-setting performances of long distance runner Robin
Smith, the women's track team managed
to overcome stiff competition and
complete their rugged schedule in
respectable fashion.
However, the lady tracksters opened
regular season action with a disappointing
eighth place finish in the Illinois Women's
Track Invitational (IWTI) at Memorial
Stadium in Champaign-Urbana. Though the
Panthers placed eighth in the 14-team
meet, long distance harrier Robin Smith
turned in a tremendous performance in
the 3000-meters run, finishing fourth while
facing a host of fierce competition.
"Robin Smith did a great job for us in the
3000-meters. If we had a MVP like in other
sports, it would surely go to her," head
coach Joan Schmidt commented.
Donna Gale also sparkled for the Panthers by hurling the javelin 38.60 meters,
good enough to nab third place in that
event.
EIU completed their season opener by
collecting 36 points in the IWTI meet. Ohio
State University pulled away from the fi eld
early and fought off a late surge by
W estern Illinois to capture the first place

Distance runn er Robin Smith strives to find a steady pace.
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trophy.
However, the IWTI meet, held in early
April, proved to be the catalyst that
sparked the Panthers to a sensational
performance at the Eastern Illinois
University Track Meet.
The Panthers set four school records and
two track records to dominate the EIU
meet which included teams such as
Southwest Michigan, Western Michigan,
and Southeast Missouri.
Jo Huber set a school and track record in
the shot put, tossing it 13.00 meters. "Jo
was a major strength to our team last
spring. She's a very consistent shot putter
and has great determination," Schmidt
added.
Carman Ritz found herself in the spotlight
with a 1:02.9 clocking in the 400-meter
hurdles, giving her a school and track
record in the event.
Robin Smith ran away from the pack and
captured the 5000-meter run title with a
record setting pace of 17:31.4. "Robin is
phenomenal," Schmidt stated. "She alone
kept us in some of our tougher meets."
In the IAIAW meet in May at Western,
the Panthers set three school records: the
400-yard relay finals, (48:47), 1500-meters

Sonia Olsson pulls ahead of her opponent in the mile run.

(4:55.86) and 400-meters (:57.51).
Panthers collected 82 points, enough for
a third place finish at the meet. Western
ran away with the meet championship with
167 points, seconded by SIU-Carbondale's
88 points.
Coach Schmidt said that "Audrey
Marrocco had her best meet of the season,
setting two school records (200- and 400meters) and running on the 440-relay and
mile relay which set school reco r-ds."
Smith was a double winner for EIU in the
meet, capturing victories in the 5,000 and
10.000 meter runs.

Lady

Tracl~sters

Carman Ritz won the 400-meter hurdles
with a 1:03.42 clocking, ousting her closest
challenger by a fraction of a second.
Schmidt said in retrospect that the
competition throughout the season was
consistent and added that her harriers
handle it with a poised maturity. "We try to
schedule good competition and try to get
into the large invitationals because when
the competition gets tougher, I think that
the girls get a little tougher."

•
•
•

on

the

Move

- Mark D. Rountree
Distance runner Denise Scopelite "legs it out" in the
grueling 2·mile run.

Hurdler Carman Ritz, who set school and track records in the
400·meters, competes in her specialty.

Betty Jo Henning was a consistent competitor in the 1DO-meter hurdles.
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1M Program
Flourishing
Under Outler
The 1978-79 year was a success in
terms of activities and budget under the
guidance of third-year Intramural
Director Dave Outler.
" I think it's (IM program) going well,"
Outler said. " I think our recreation
program for what we're working with is
as good as any in the United States."
"Last year we had $2,500 left over due
to the cancellation of some softball
games because of rain," he said.
However this money was not left over
because of penny pinching but because
it was not really needed elsewhere.
" I don't like to waste money," Outler
said. " I try to do a good job. I don't like
to pinch pennies to the extent that it
hurts the program."
Considering the entire IM budget is
only around $34,000 to begin with,
having some $2,500 in funds left is
some feat in today's world of rising
Inflation.

Larry Allen hands off to a Tau Kappa Epsilon brother in an intramural football game.

Even though some students think
otherwise, Outler said students here pay
very minimal costs compared to other
universities. " Here they get their total
program for approximately $3.40 a
year, Outler said. They (students) often
overlook this. Students at other schools
often pay as much as $26 a semester,"
he added.
He said the difference in costs is
partially due to the number of things we
get done free here. "We don't have to
pay for many things we do such as lining
the fields and ground upkeep. The
students are getting a lot of things free
that they don't realize."
The purpose of the intramural
program is to provide students, faculty
and staff the opportunity to perform
activities in their leisure hours and al low
them to compete.
One difference between the intramural program and just an ordinary
recreation program is the competitiveness. "The IM tends to be a little
more competitive than free play o r
recreatio n with a friend," Outler said.

- Matt Davidson
Intramural football sometimes involves more than merely pulling a flag.
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The TKE's offensive line holds off a crushing Lambda Chi's defensive surge.

Sometimes the life of a quarterback is very unpleasant with opposing linemen
looking over you.

Quarterbacking has its glory moments, like throwing this TO pass.
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A new horizon

Lool"'ing to 1980 and beyond
When I think back to 1970, one of the outstanding events
would have to be that terrible, terrible day I learned (from Tiger
Beat magazine) that the Monkees actually did not write their
own music and that Davy Jones had been married for two years.
Talk about disillusionment- quite a devasting blow for a terr
year-old. So understandably, this article will not be an easy one
for me to whip out. To tell you the truth, I am relying on old
Warblers to get me through this, and those friends of mine (who
are on the Six-to-Eight Year Plan for Te.rrified Graduates) who
were there. The seventies were by no means as turbulent as the
willful sixties on college campuses. However, at such a tender
age, Mr. Cronkite told me about unruly college students
tramping up and down city streets, waving their arms, chanting,
and protesting seemingly every other day about something or.
another. This, coupled with my dad's fantastic stories from his
college days- like how they used to avoid bed check (can you
believe that- BED CHECK?) gave me the impression that all
college students were crazed, barbaric pranksters, who were
(under the guise of attending an institution of higher learning)
actually a segment of an extensive underground organization.
Oh, the innocence of youth ... So it is that as 1- a fairly normal
second-semester sophomore attending a sleepy state university-sit on the upper floor of the Student Services building
staring at the scenic Physical Plant parking lot writing this, and
aside from a mole by my right eye (it's a birthmark, joel) and
rather unique penmanship, ·I have become pretty much a
member of the status quo. So much for childhood aspirations ..
What really struck me in the 1970 and 1971 Warblers was the
rather bizarre assortment of clothing- a lot of crushed purple
velvet and gold chains, skirts above mid-thigh, high water pants,
psychedelic ties, and white pointy-toe tennis shoes. The
Cowsills were here in 1971 (remember "Hair''?) and the first Miss
Black EIU pageant was held the same year. Approximately 600
Eastern students gathered in the library quad to commemorate
the four students killed in the Kent State incident on jan. 16,
1972. Neil Diamond appeared during Greek Week and 18-yearolds received the right to vote in 1972. Sportsman's Lounge,
better known as Sporty's, burned to the ground on jan. 16, 1972.
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This same year also witnessed the loss of the traditional
Homecoming parade, which was reinstated in 1973, only to
have that year's celebration lack a queen due to election
controversies. Marty's opened in 1973 in conjunction with the
Oct. 1 lowering of the drinking age to 19 (alas, these fleeting
pleasures ... ). A record 17 1/2 inches of snow fell that same
winter during final's week causing some teachers to issue incompletes to students unable to make class. Streakers also
flashed (sorry, bad pun) across campus in 73.
Homecoming 1975 brought Styx to Eastern along with the first
male candidate for homecoming queen (who incidentally made
the final court-touche Women's Lib). The Union Addition also
opened in 75 after a two year delay. Eastern's first gay
organization, Christopher Street, was established in 1976. The
bicentennial year also saw James Taylor, Harry Chapin,
Aerosmith, Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons, the Globetrotters,
Burl lves, and Barry Manilow come to Eastern. 1977 was also a
big concert year, bringing Kansas, Seals and Crofts, Ted Nugent,
Foreigner, the Little River Band, and Head East to Eastern's Lantz
Building. Classes were cancelled by the '77 blizzard, the first one
in 50 years. 1978 and 1979 brought very successful concerts in
the quad, a national championship football team, and huge
concert losses to the University Board.
A new decade is ahead of us-just think- every student
enrolled at Eastern this year will be set forth (released? forced?
dragged, kicking and screaming?) into the real world before the
1990 Warbler Lifestyle editor will attempt his/her/its own recap
of a decade. What a concept...
-Cathy George

s stop

tng
disaster movies, hair transplants, hot
tubs, videotape recorders, jogging,
disco, Perrier water, tennis lessons,
facelifts, sensitivity tra1nmg, roller
skating, lac king out for no. 1, trancendental meditation, red dye no. 2,
streaking,
E.R .A .,
snowm obi les,
abortion, living together, hijackings,
King Tut, down vests, Mr. Bill, Star Wars,
racquetball clubs, Ziggy, light beers,
designer jeans, compact cars, Pierre
Cardin, solar energy, Cheryl Tiegs,
marijuana, astrology, punk rock, fake
nails, Bo Derek, natural childbirth, fast
food, Charlie's Angels, ankle bracelets,
t-shirts, organic food, the pill, hamburger helper, wine tasting, Mickey
Mouse, gas crunch, Bee Gee's, Miss
Piggy, microwave ovens, sex changes,
Steve Martin, cassette decks, Dallas
Cowboy Cheerleaders, blown-dry hair,
flicking your Bic, pinball, toga parties,
bongs, Kenny Rodgers, pre-marital sex ...

Fads, fioscos and fetishes of the decode

1970- Kent State Tragedy
Gas costs $.40 a gallon
Stamps cost $.06
Gold costs $36 per ounce .
1971- Pirates win the World Series over
Baltimore
(4 games to 3)
Nixon visits Red China
1972- Watergate break-in uncovered (June)
Equal Rights amendment approved by
Senate
Seventeen die in Palestinian terrorist
attack in Munich
Twenty-five die in terrorist attack at Tel
Aviv airport
1973- American involvement in Vietnam ends
(Jan.)
P.O.W.'s released (Feb.)
Nixon hiding behind cloak of national
security
Watergate snow balls
Arab oil boycott- premonitions of a gas
crunch
1974- Patty Hurst kidnapping
House approves impeachment hearings
(Aug.)
Nixon resigns-Ford takes office
Evel Knievel fails to jump the Snake
River Canyon (Sept.)
1975- Fall of Saigon
Unemployment down for first time in
many months
First color photos of Mars from Viking I
"Squeaky" Fromme attempt on
President Ford's life
700 West Point students accused of
cheating
1976- Swine flu warnings (Feb.)
Mao Tse-tung dies at age 83
"Jimmy who?" takes office
Bicentennial-mania temporarily unites
country
1977- Serious energy crisis revealed to public
Five-hour black-out in New York (June)
B-1 bomber plan dropped by Carter
Carter pardons draft dodgers
Disco hits America-Bee Gee's the top
sellers
912 die in Jonestown tragedy
1979- Gold hits record high of $520 per ounce
American Embassy in Iran seized by
militant studentsAmerican hostages held (Nov.)
1980- Questions I ask myself today- (possibly
to be answered by the time this book is
printed)- Fate of the hostages? Will I be
in the Persian Gulf area this time next
year?Where will gas prices stop?
What will come of ABSCAN? Will
America compete in the summer
Olympics in Moscow? Will we find a
cure for cancer? These questions, and
many others, may be answered in the
upcoming decade. The answers? W ell,
w e can only guess and hope...

Spring fever draws
crowd to Celebration
and May Crazy Doze
The spring fever epidemic spread across campus during
Celebration '79-A Festival of the Arts and "Crazy Daze in May"
last spring. Both Celebration and Crazy Daze had their highest
attendance ever, according to Fine Arts and University Board
representatives.
Celebration ran from April 27-29 and was sponsored by the
Fine Arts department. Performers from Southeastern Illinois, as
well as Eastern students, displayed their talents and wares. Arts
and crafts, lecture, drama, dance, music and literary art all
combined to create two days of celebration in the library quad.
"Crazy Daze in May," sponsored by the University Board, took
place May 7-14. Highlights were hypnotist Tom Deluca, Frisbee
Day, an ever-popular showing of the Rocky Horror Picture Show,
singer Jim Post, the groups " Eargasm" and "Apaloosa." The latter
was by far the most successful event, drawing a huge beerdrinking, country music-loving crowd into the library quad.
The growing popularity of Celebration and Crazy Daze make
· these two special events unique to Eastern's campus and well
worth turning into a tradition.
-by Sue Roby

During Celebration '79, a woman displays her talent in the art of broom
making.

Booths offering international food were also present at Celebration '79 .
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A clown also provides entertainment for the younger generation.

Displaying talent was also part of the celebration as this
clown demonstrates.

This man is proof that four heads are better than one.

Students admire the arts and crafts brought from southeastern Illinois.
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Familiar controversy---Greekvs. GDI ...
To be Greek, or not to be Greek ... that
is the question. When students make
their first appearance on campus, they
are forced into making numerous
decision.s. Freshmen see every decision
as a life or death situation, · and much
time is· spent mulling over choices and
alternatives,
After the first week of school, a
freshman finds himself being bombarded with advertisements, posters
and letters of invitation designed to
introduce Greek life. I always thought
that to be Greek one had to be a direct
descendant of a royal bloodline, but
after watching several people go
through rush, I counted that as a fallacy.
Actually it is quite the opposite. There
are a few organizations that are · considered to be ultra-selective of their
pledges, but for the most part if one
organization turns its nose up at an
individual, another will be there to
scoop up the remains-cruel, .but
nontheless, true many times.
A common criticism of the Greek life
is with regard to the often demanding
social pressure. Some Greeks feel they
are expected to act a certain way. There

Alpha Gamma Delta's unite behind Lori Ann Rountree, 19 79 Greek Week queen.
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is a reputation .at stake when in public,
and a "good Greek" will spend his
energies conforming. This narrows
room for social individuality. Some say
that to be Greek means that you can't
really act like yourself and it would be
inhibiting and/or constricting.
Most times when I am talking to a
Greek, I don't know whether he is
coming, going or just breathing hard.
The organizations call for much participation. Hence, incredible amounts of
time are spent at meetings, planning
projects and social functions.
The Greek stereotype often accuses
its participants of being somewhat
Insnobbish, spacy, alcoholics.
dependents are often seen as apathetic
and boring no-minds. In either case, one
is trying desperately to exhalt himself
over the other and to defend his
preference. In my opinion there is really
not a big difference between the two
groups. The common denominator that
bridges the two separate but equal
establishments together are the
common goals to be successful in
college and to have fun. One of the
mainstays of being independent is
reserving the right to be o ne's own self.
The Declaration of Independence

Sigma Chi's ignore the drizzle to cheer on their brothers.

Sororities and fraternities alike made "unity" their motto during all
Greek activities.

advocates "life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness." It's highly hypocritical for
a non-Greek to be prejudiced or reject
an individual for choosing Greek life
with the intent of: "enriching" the
college lifestyle.
It used to be on college campuses if
you weren't Greek, then you were
incomplete. There was much pressure
put on pledging and if a sorority or
fraternity didn't want you, then you
were a nobody and most likely a
potential degenerate. As we are leaving
the seventies and commencing the
eighties, students reflect a change of
heart. Our brothers and sisters of the
sixties fought and landed for us the spirit
of individuality and we must not discard
what took so long to establish.
Roughly one-third of the student body
is a member of a sorority or a fraternity.
Make no mistakes, the Greek life is not
without its benefits; but< what about the
other two-thirds? How do the independents survive and what gives
them the backbone and stamina to
make it through these demanding years?
It is my guess that it takes pride, integrity, and guts- plus an eno rmous
amount of individuality.
- Adrienne Zuckerman

Chariot races bring out fierce but good-natured competition.

Kappa Delta's embrace after winning the 19 79 Derby Day's competition
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...or it's Greek to me

Kelley Kyger a(ld Sally McTagert demonstrate a high point of sorority life-friendship.

Above: Alpha Phi's Geri Schav.darna and Marie Degnan run
in the one-legged race. Right: Steve Herold and Leslie Gilner
enjoy the beer of the

1980 Olympics during Greek Week.
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Alpha Gamma Delta 's concentrate on the water balloon toss'

1k Week.

Cold amber spirits flowed freely at many Greek activities.

Jim Thiede and Jim Beran greet prospective pledges at a Sigma Chi rush party.

Unity

Acacia Alpha
Gamma Delta
Alpha Kappa
Lambda Alpha
Phi Alpha Sigma
Alpha Beta
Sigma Psi Delta
Chi Delta Sigma
Phi Delta Zeta
Kappa Alpha Psi
Kappa Delta
Lambda Chi
Sigma
Alpha
Epsilon Pi Kappa
Alpha Sigma
Chi Sigma Kappa
Sigma Pi Sigma
Sigma Sigma
SigmaTauGamma
Tau Kappa Epsilon
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Life goes on ... day and night
Have you ever left your room to go to a class, come back, and
found all of your belongings, including your desk and bed, have
somehow mysteriously disappeared and your roommate
naturally knows nothing about it? Or, have you ever woke up
and found your door and floor have added "additions" to them,
compliments of the "infamous" pimping group? These are a few
incidents which occur living in a dorm-any dorm-on Eastern's
campus.
Dorm life is a unique experience-an education in itself. Where
else can you listen to ten different selections of music from ten
different stereos blasting at once; get three "wholesome" meals,
waiting sometimes up to twenty minutes for them and, all the
while, questioning your sanity for doing so; get help with
homework (yes, that is the objective for being here, isn't it?)
participate in weekly jock or panty raids, develop friendships
that last for life and last but not least, hear the unforgettable
sound of the fire alarm at four in the morning. Where else could
you live and not want it to be any other way because then it
wouldn't be the same?The dorms, naturally.
Living in a dorm, a person learns independence and
responsibilities. You're on your own for the first time, no parents
to answer to and no more curfews. You are responsible for

Lawson residents light up their lives.
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getting that studying done, getting up for those eight o'clocks
and somehow or another, graduating from college. You mature
and develop into adulthood and when you go home next, your
parents may finally realize that you're grown up. You learn to
prepare yourself for that career which is waiting for you,
hopefully.
A variety of activities are always going on in the dorms which
keep everyone involved. If something isn't going on that appeals
to you, you are free to start your own activity with the help of
the dorm council or from your floormates.
By getting into these interactions, you meet more people,
know others a lot better, learn about the running and operations
of a dorm and help organize anything from floor and dorm
activities to RHA activities.
Dorm life is great-at least it was for me. I was a "dormey" for
three and one-half years, and let me tell you, I'm proud of it. I've
met some of my best frie-nds, from all over the state to different
countries, and looking back, I would never trade in that experience. As one· of my professors once told me, "If you make
the best of an experience and put the most in, you will definitely
get the most out of it." I agree with him, because I did.
-Cathy Sweeney

Glenn Vastro settles down to some serious studying with a good beer.

Junior Mark Vetter burns the midnight oil preparing for midterms.

Freshman Jackie Mills puts her feet up in her Carman Hall room.
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Mark Haenny moves his ten-gallon aquarium.

The typically chaotically crowded dorm-rat "nest " as seen in Taylor Hall.
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Kent Klinger finishes some final touches on his paper in Carman Hall.
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Left: Pam Moews enjoys the fresh air and studying on her porch.
Upper: Talking on the phone doesn 't distract Linda Frambs from studying .

Renters Ieo rn
from experience

. . . .11!!111!!11_ _

Besides the freedom and comfort of
living off-campus, there are also a
number of unpleasantries one has to
endure. For example, when first moving
in, one may find unexpected holes in
walls which soon have to . be covered
with posters.
After just one semester, one may
develop a strong disliking to all the dirty
dishes that pile up and soon resorts to
paper plates. For many, just keeping the
surroundings liveable and presentable is
a very time-consuming chore.
But all in all, the responsibilities that
go along with living off-campus can be
an educating experience.

Doug Winnet, Dennis Koonce , Glen Svenningsen, Jeff Sopko enjoy a life of leisure in
Youngstowne .
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Foreign Students Span Notions for Learning
College students cross many bridges enroute to an education,
but foreign students cross a much larger span-a bridge that
closes the gap between home and school.
Approximately 165 foreign students are attending Eastern
Illinois University this year. Charleston, Illinois, has become their
home-away-from-home for at least this school year, if not for
others to come, or those past.
One of the most important reasons students come to school in
America is for a better education, which is true in the case of
Ameen Dada, a finance major from Karachi, Pakistan.
Ameen came to America and Eastern Illinois University three
years ago. Prior to his move, he attended an American Embassy
high school in Pakistan, w hich is much similar to schools in the
states. From this school, he learned the English language, but this
is not always true for other foreign students.
This is the case of Paul Moy, a junior art major from Hong
Kong. He spoke only Chinese upon his arrival to America eight
years ago, and his only contact with the English language was in
one English course at the Chinese high school.
Both Paul and Ameen have adopted to college life at Eastern.
Clothing is the same here as in their native countries, except for
older generations in Pakistan and Hong Kong still wear
traditional clothing.
Although clothing is similar, food tastes differ. Both Ameen and
Paul still prefer their own national foods. Ameen, who resides in
an apartment off-campus, does all his own cooking, but Paul eats
American food because he lives in a dorm.
-by Tinley Hanks

Paul Moy, a Ste venson resident, seems to be enjoying the dorm life .

Ameen Dada stands beside a poster of his native land, Pakistan.

Fernando Beer, a sophomore, and George Gorleku, an EIU graduate who
went pro, both came to Eastern on soccer scholarships.
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Not for minorities only-- l3SU
The Black Student Union, an Eastern
minority organization, is open to all
students, regardless of race, reports
Booker T. Suggs, adviser. Their only
requirment is that members pay one
dollar for a membership card.
This year, the BSU's goal is to excel in
academics, says Suggs. One of the
programs structured around this
concept is a study skills seminar
designed to help students improve their
study habits.
The BSU, started in 1970, finances
their budget by providing services such
as bake sales, dances, and car washes.
With funds from these services, the BSU
is able to sponsor activities for the
members. During Homecoming, the
organization entered a float in the
parade
and
sponsored
other
Homecoming events.
-Mary Anne Reardon

BSU cowpokes Cozetta Long, Dean Stallworth, and Monica Long wrangle along Eastern's homecoming
parade.

BSU members include Melvin Banks, She/line Jones, Collette Valerie, April Parker, Arlene McGruder, Tinnie Cole. Back row: Torrance Campbell, Booker T.
Suggs, Advisor.
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Learning and loving -students enjoy married life
In a day and age when inflation is
hitting us all, Eastern students in married
housing feel they are getting a good
deal in several ways.
Lance and Lelia Ferguson, who live in

An investment in love --married student life can be simultaneously trying and tying.

the university apartments, both agree
that married housing has a "very good"
living atmosphere, in addition to the
excellent dollar value they receive for
their housing.
Ferguson, who is president of the
University Apartments Association
said, "Economically, it's really a big
help." He continued,"Utilities are included in the rent, even the telephone,
as in the residence halls." He added
there was a total of only $3 per month
increase for the auxilary enterprise
subsidy.
Making friends with the other married
residents makes for the good feeling
about living here, Ferguson explained.
"Some have children and some don't,
but we all basically have the same set of
circumstances," he said.
Ferguson also commented on the
good location, "We can get to most
everything within a few blocks, yet
we're away from campus and it's usually
quiet." Ferguson is in his final year of
political science undergraduate study.
Mrs. Ferguson, who also feels the
program is a big financial boon to
married students, said she loves it.
"Everything we need is here," she said.
" It's clean, has a good atmosphere and
it is very friendly. It will be very hard, in
fact, to move into a bigger house."
Formerly, when the Fergusons were
renting a house in the area, the utilities
and rent exceeded $275 per month, she
said. "And most of the space we were
unable to use, unlike this apartment,"
she continued.
She also explained that some students
come into a waiting list problem when
trying to secure a married student
apartment for fall, which is the worst
time to get one, she said . Spring and
summer are the best times to move in,
Ferguson said.
There are a total of 154 married
student apartments located off Terrace
Avenue, just southwest of campus . T!-Je
apartments are owned and operatei ,y
Eastern and administered by .:he
Housing office. They are broken .•own
into 54 "efficiency" apartments and 100
one-bedroom apartments, designed to
provide comfortable living facilities for
married students.
-Bob Glover

The married student apartments provide spacious . comfortable living.
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A night of good drinl"ing
is worth a year of good thinl"ing
When failures serve as stumbling
blocks throughout the duration of our
college careers, and a need to drown
those collegiate blues is foreseeable,
many Eastern students take a walk on
the wild side via alcohol and drinking

committing suicide, or making a fool
himself l:>y blowing lunch on KrCltck•~r.,
dance floor or in tke's sink.
The foremost reason for tying one
is to retieYe a lot of unnec~ry h>nc:ii:!nl
b~ on by midterms, term PdiJCJl~
and ~ Although there
movement .afoot to let out .-..;;o.......l
thr
the means of exercl$e,
f
t ~ to be Sfelsad•

P9fs.

With a
available

A shot of Jack Daniels brings a smile to a bartender's
face .
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following day about the gi
or Betsy's latest crush on
at Mother's.
Probably the worst
individual to get loaded
she is depressed. The
condition stands a
getting hurt i
fight, a

Foosba/1 is a rapidly growing sport among Eastern students.

Roc's offers a relaxing, yet amusing atmosphere.

Ted's constant variety of bands
keeps Eastern students entertained.
Cheers to Roc 's.

The pool tables at Mother's are great for students with
two left feet.

Roc 's offers an opportunity for opposites to attract.
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House bill21
bitter brew
to swallow
Last spring, it was absolutely inconceivable. "Just let 'em try," we
scoffed nonchalantly into our beers. By
midsummer it was a few, dark (cliched)
clouds on the horizon. Nineteen-and
twenty-year-olds made disgusted long
distance calls to drinking buddies across
the state in July, saying, "It'll never
pass-never!" So it was that many
Eastern students sat open-mouthed and
incredulous upon learning of Big Jim's
hearty approval of the infamous House
Bill 21 . As our parents and guardians at
home spoke joyfully of the salvation of
their college kiddies, on campus
disbelief turned into anger, and anger
into growing discontent with the Illinois
legislative system. Platitudes such as,
"But they can draft us-we're old
enough to drink!" and, "We pay taxes
too!" became as meaningless as many
of our ID's (including my own) at local
Dew Drop Inns. Score four for student
apathy.
After that, things happened fast.
Spring semester 1980 brought new (but
for the most part ignored) regulations to
students in residence halls. Persons 21
years of age and older were allowed
beer and wine in their rooms-and that
was it-actually a pretty simple
stipulation to follow. However, many
college students have this terrible inbred tendancy to disobey when they
·know mom or dad isn't in the next
room . Parties were quieter, smaller, and
ended earlier.
In local havens of refreshment, policy
at the door changed drastically. Some
bars let eighteen-year-olds in (along
with nineteen- and twenty-year-olds),
but stamped those of age, enabling
them to be served. Some establishments simply closed the door to those
underage and I or those unfortunates
without a fake ID. And then there were
those favorite stand-bys (always understanding in times of previous crisis)
who, may I say, looked the other way.

Bar closed--an all too familiar sign to 19- and 20-year-olds in 1980.

Now relagated to only soda, this Eastern student gazes longingly.

Many 19- and 20-year-olds took these now
forbidden fruits for granted.

Of course, displays of blatant "immaturity" were not tolerated-as in the
dorms, the no-no's continued much the
same as always.
And you know, Gov. Thompson and
the Illinois legislature weren't trying to
be unfeeling "meanies" by taki,ng away
our drinking privileges. Sure, we sent off
some rather lengthy petitions to
Springfield and we were just full of fire
and thunder when we signed them. But
how many times have you heard your
political science professor tell you how
apathetic we, as students, are a great
majority of the time. But it's true.
University students, as an interest
group, are disjointed and chaotic; we
don't even registar, much less vote. We
don't collectively support or oppose
legislation that might effect us in our
little educational utopia. And our
elected officials know it. I won't bend
over backward to excuse myself eitherl'm no exception (up here on my soap
box). Keep it in mind, though- we don't
need the legislature for a guide dog.
State and local elections are sooner
than you think ...
-by Cathy George
Trudy Blair and Denise Thompson enjoy a quiet evening at R.B. Sundowner's.
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Gross grows greener in the quod
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" It was the only time you could go out
and see everybody you know at once,
and get high," was one student's
summary of the second annual
Ok'tokerfest. Held on October 3 at
" high noon," a group of Eastern students
arranged a sort of sit-in, get-off
gathering in the library quad.
At first, groups of five to ten sat in
small circles, talking and smoking. No
one seemed particularly worried about
getting arrested and the atmosphere
was casual. As more students joined in,
the area took on a festive mood .
Frisbees, dogs to chase them and a few
musical instruments heightened spirits
as the air and more than a few people
became hazy. Bongs, joints and pipes
were smoked and passed quite openly.
Approximately 200 to 250 smokers,
most of them students, some appearing
to be much older, mingled on the quad
during the first few hours.
Meanwhile, observers stood watching
from the sidewalks. Many didn't dare
cross the " potline," possibly fearing the
label of " head."
The fest continued through the afternoon with some students leaving and
others arriving to take their place. One
student claimed that almost 1,000
students participated in the course of
the day. Some smokers were still on the
quad at 5 p.m., but the original crowd
had diminished considerably.
Why do people risk arrest to par-

ticipate? One student argued for the
legalization of pot. "People wouldn't do
anything 'dangerous' if the federal
government regulated and taxed it
(pot)," he said. "It's a protest," another
student said, "It's a proclamation."
Another participant said it was "just to
go out and get high, and to see who
else was doing it."
Fear of arrest was decidedly absent
from the scene. As one smoker put it,
"They didn't take anybody away last
year." This held true in 1979, as no
arrests were made. The campus security
police were present to prevent any
possible violence, but did nothing to
stop smokers.
Most people felt Ok'tokerfest was a
"spontaneous" thing, not organized by
any certain person or persons. It simply
followed the pattern set last year, they
said. Whatever the case, no organizers
were to be found .
Although at least one television crew
and a radio station were covering the
event, most students were indifferent to
the fest. Many students passing by
regarded it as simply a "curiousity" for
between classes .
Judging by the participation in this
year's Ok'tokerfest, we can see that
Eastern has its share of potsmokers.
How many students really smoke pot? It
is doubtful anyone could estimate an
answer. One thing is sure however-Eastern will probably be seeing
Ok'tokerfests for some time to come.

The quad filled quickly with all kinds of people ·-protestors, heads, curious onlookers, older persons, and just plain students.
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Most "Ok'tokers" came to enjoy a comfortable high and not to cause trouble, as these students demonstrate.

The ever-popular joint is savored to the very last.

His more creative instincts brought out, a student strums a
dulcimer in the afternoon sun.
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Reflections of the Wild, Wild West

Miss Black EIU Terry Johnson awards Poke Cobb a plaque and a kiss in
pre-1game festivities .

Tailgate partiers prime up for the homecoming game.
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Anticipation written all over his face , this youngster enjoys the parade.

lend theme to Eastern's Homecoming
Eastern students got a chance to show
off their cowboy hats and display their
increasing preference for country music
during EIU's "Wild, Wild West'
Homecoming.
Heading off the week's events
sponsored by the University Board was
country band "Timothy P. and the Rural
Route Three," who wailed and
drummed on the library quad before a
crowd of about three hundred. Barbeque sandwiches served on frisbees
were sold during the concert Sunday
afternoon. Enthusiasts sailed their new
frisbees while the band entertained the
crowd with tunes such as their new cut
"Utah Moon" and every hick's favorite,
"Redneck Mother."
The
traditional
Homecoming
coronation and dance were the entertainment for Monday night. The
"John Wayne Look and Act Alike
Contest' held in conjunction with the
dance added a little western flavor to
the affair. John Conlin from way out
west in Mattoon was judged as the
Duke's best impersonator. But the big
winner of the night was Laura Lee
sponsored by the South Quad, who was
crowned as EIU's 1979 Homecoming
Queen. julie Bolerjack, also sponsored
by the South Quad, was honored as
freshman attendant.
Providing a different kind of music
other than country western was
"Prudence," an Eastern hard rock band

who excited the crowd for a rousing
pep rally and bonfire Thursday night.
The cheerleading squad led several
chants, the coaches spoke and even the
Pink Panther himself put in an appearance. But the highlight of the rally
was the burning of the Northern
Michigan Wildcats effigies.
The following night, singer jay
Ferguson rocked Eastern's Lantz Gym,
playing such favorites as ''Thunder
Island" and "Shakedown Cruise." A local
band, Skater, opened the show. The
concert, even though highly publicized,
was poorly attended and lost an
estimated $8,000.
The parade was more successful.
Saturday morning colorful floats,
marching bands, and politicians
followed en route from Lincoln Avenue
to the Charleston square prompting
applause and smiles. The floats, conforming to the "Wild, Wild West'
theme, were judged by faculty who
awarded the Sigma Pi float first place.
President Daniel Marvin marshalled the
parade, leading entries such as Eastern's
Marching Blue and the Homecoming
Queen and her court who rode atop a
hay rack.
But the real purpose of Homecoming
is giving the alumni a chance to revisit
their old school and to reminisce.
Eastern's alumni were offered that
chance Saturday noon during a special
luncheon. The event featured a

presentation of Distinguished Alumnus
Awards. The graduates enjoyed
recalling their college careers and
discussing Eastern's changes.
However, the high point of the entire
week for most was the football game
Saturday afternoon. The Panthers,
before a record crowd of ten thousand,
sacked and intercepted their way to a
39-21 victory. Star halfback Poke Cobb
rushed an oustanding two hundred
yards which put him well in reach of
setting an NCAA Division II record.
Governor jim Thompson attended the
game and presented the queen and her
court during half time. In his short
speech he predicted that the Panthers
were "headed for Albuquerque" where
the NCAA Division II Championship was
held.
-by Mary Anne Rearden

&HR PI
Sigma Pis capture first place with their western motif float.

An Eastern coed plays cowboy for a day.
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~ami lies reunite for a weel~endConfusion reigns as college students
dash about-toting dust mops and
Windex . The vacuum cleaner shortage
has reached near crisis proportions.
Illicit bottles,
cans and other
paraphenalia are stowed beneath beds
and in closets already overflowing with
last week's wash . The November
centerfold is folded carefully and placed
surreptitiously between pages of a finite
math book, to be replaced by a shot of
the family last Christmas.
The President is going to tour Eastern
residences? Marshal law has been
enacted? No, it's Eastern's annual
Parent's Weekend, and furious lastminute
preparations
have
nearly
everyone in uproar.

r-:,;n~o-~;

l

c:n-b:; f;the~
1 but it takes someone
1
I special to be a daddy."
I

·l-. ------------ _I
Mom and Dad are going to be here in
7 minutes and you pace the floor,
wondering whether you remembered
everything or not. Let's see ... you got the
game tickets, the show tickets,
reservations for dinner, a flower for
Mom- that looks like everything and
you breathe a sigh of relief when you
see the familiar family car puttering
around the corner. And who can deny
being happy to see the folks again?
Parent's Weekend fell on November 2
and 3 this year, starting out with a
special concert performed by faculty
members at Dvorak Concert Hall.
Festivities resumed Saturday with an
activity fair at 10 a.m., followed by a
box lunch in the University Union
cafeteria at 11.

After lunch the Panthers faced
Youngstown State and were defeated,
49-21 . Following the game, parents and
students attended
the traditional
candlelight buffet in the Rathskeller. The
weekend activities closed with 7 and
9:30 performances by entertainer Steve
Allen (minus wife jane Meadows) in the
Lantz building.
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Michelle Goe/y and her father enjoy a stroll through campus.

You sigh again, this time a little
regretfully, when Mom and Dad tell you
they've got to get back to the dog and
"be sure and study, that's what you're
here for you know ." They drive away,

with your mother sniffling a bit, when
you remember there's a six under your
desk getting hot and you dash inside,
not at all displeased with the weekend .

Mike Maziarz guides his parents through a tour of Eastern 's campus.

This family enjoys a rest stop between Parent's Weekend activities.
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A crowd with no face ...
Leaves on empty place
In a university enrolling more than
9,700 students, crowds are inevitable.
Whether voluntary or not, we find
ourselves in crowds that range in size
from cramped dorm rooms of four or
five people, to thousands of fans at
sports events. Crowds form in churches,
theatres, stadiums-nearly anywhere
people gather for a common purpose.
Sports events are big crowd-drawers
at Eastern. The largest crowds are
generally at football games. According
to Dave Kidwell, Director of Sports
Information at Eastern, Darrell Mudra's
1978 football Panthers averaged 7,600
fans per home game. This is an increase
of 2,500 fans per game over the
averages for 1977.
Students often times cite the infinite
textbook lines as their least favorite
crowd situation. The thirty-cent beer
night at Marty's was noted by several
students as too cramped and hot. But
the lure of cheap brew continues to
draw students back.
Some students dislike crowds.
Sophomore Rob Monroe dislikes " mob-

like crowds with little control, because
of the disregard for other people.
"When I'm in a bad mood," sophomore
Paul Aguilar said, "I'd rather be by
myself."
However, most students enjoy crowds
for the obvious reasons-to be with
their friends. junior Dave Chady likes
crowds because " it's a chance to see old
friends, new friends, and even those
you don't know."
Many students feel that people
become less inhibited when they enter
a crowd. junior Donna Nardini feels that
" people have a tendency to act cool" in
a crowd. Freshman Scott Durst agrees.
"A lot of people want to be accepted
and want to prove themselves," he said.
Dr. William Roberts of Eastern's
psychology department agrees that
individuals "change" when they enter a
crowd . He said that crowds affect
people in two ways. The first is the
"diffusion of responsibility." This means
that since responsibility is spread out in
a crowd, the individual feels less
responsible for his actions. The second

effect is when individuals start using
other people's reactions to guide their
o"wn behavior.
Why do people enjoy crowds? Dr.
Roberts replied that "besides coming
together, it gives you a chance to be
absolutely anonymous. You're given
more privacy and you get more out of
roles."
Where do Eastern students go to
avoid crowds? Some common replies
were the campus pond and. their rooms.
Eastern's campus should facilitate the
wants of most students in this regard .
One can wander into a crowded bar or
theatre, drift out to the woods near
campus or drive out to Fox Ridge within
minutes.
The next time your roommate tries to
drag you out to Ike's on a Friday night,
i:ell him or her that you fear "the diffusion of responsibility," and that should
be enough to secure at least one night
of solitude.
-by Bob Goesling

CROWDSCROWDSCROWDSCROWDSCROWDSCROWD

Eastern 's 19 78· 79 football Panthers drew immense crowds of rowdy fans .
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Appaloosa 's performance in the library quad was a great crowd pleaser.

Enthusiasm runs rampant in gatherings.

CROWDSCROWDSCROWDSCROWDSCROWDSCROWD

A huge beer-drinking, foot-stomping crowd gathered in the library quad last s pring to applaud Appaloosa.
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lntromurols --Going up or coming down?
It is the last play of the game and the
score is tied . The quarterback drops back
and releases the ball. The ball arches into
the end-zone with the one referee
Meanwhile, the oncoming
watching.
rusher lunges for the ball and hits the
quarterback in the face with a clenched
fist. The result of the play: an incomplete pass and a inch and a quarter
dislocation of the quarterback's jaw.
That is what happened last fall, when
julie Lupien, an Eastern junior, was
playing in an intramural flag football
game.
Lupien went home to Country Club
Hills where her doctor diagnosed the
dislocation and a hairline fracture of her
jaw. Her jaw was wired shut for two
weeks and she had to quit playing intramural football.
"A lot of injuries have occurred through
cheap shots," said Dave Outler, head of
Eastern's Intramural Office. Outler said
this year he has seen more serious injuries such as broken arms and ankles.
Outler said he believes many of this
years troubles are caused by the players'
attitudes. He said the players are taking
the game too seriously.
In the Men's A league two members of
the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity were injured this season in games against other
fraternities. Steve Wilson, a sophomore,
was punched in the face by a Sigma Pi

and Steve Yohn, junior, received bruised
kidneys as a result of being kneed in the
back.
Wilson's injury occurred after the game
had ended and required seven stiches
below his eye. Yohn's injury took place
when he and a Phi Sigma Epsilon player
were both going for a pass. On the way
down the Phi Sig's knee struck Yohn in
the back.
Bob jones, a freshman defensive safety
in the B league, collided with a split-end
who was cutting across the middle.
jones, who did not see the receiver, was
hit in the temple area. As a result, jones
blacked out for a couple of seconds.
Another injury that occurred in the
women's league happened to quarterback Mary Kay O'Conner, a freshman.
O'Conner was dropping back for a pass
and was pulled down by an opposing
player. Falling, O'Conner's legs twisted
and on impact she broke her ankle in
two spots.
She has had two pins
surgically placed in her leg to correct the
break, and remained in a cast for six
weeks.
Earlier in the same game, teammate Jill
Franke, a freshman, fractured her wrist as
she was blocking oncoming rushers.
O'Conner said the play was " pretty
rough" and that a lot of the girls were
"real mean" . She said the fun has been

taken out of the game and that girls they
played were " out for blood ." Franke said
she felt the girls they played were
violent. She said the girls kept hitting and
· hitting on the line and that the madder
the girls got, the rougher the game
became.
jones pointed out that his accident was
more of a freak play than anything, "I
don't think it was an intentional hit,"
Jones said . Lupien's injury was one of
many that is never reported to the IM
office. Some of the injured players said
they did not know about the injury forms
to fill out, or they felt their injuries were
not severe enough to report.
A suggestion Outler made was players
must learn to discipline themselves to
reduce the number of injuries. Outler
said the fun and enjoyment has been
taken out of the game.
Franke said the game should be just for
fun, and that it shouldn't be violent, " girls
should just meet each other and have a
good time."
All of the players contacted said they
would not hesitate to play in another flag
football game, except for O'Conner and
Franke who said they had personal
reasons. O'Conner questioned "isn't flag
football supposed to be a game?
-Keith Palmgren

Mary Kay 0 'Conner, with two pins in her ankle and a cast on her leg, was the victim of unnecessary flag football roughness .
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Aflag football player darts through a hole.
...

Intramural teamwork is signified in one way by the use of huddles .

Freshman Jill Franke suffered a fractured wrist in a "violent" flag football
game.

The excitement of flag football draws non-participants to the field.
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ltitramural sports are designed for
students to get together and have fun.
It's also a time when students can get
away from the constant pressures of
daily school work and go out and
develop friendships through competition. Players develop into teams,
and teams develop into friendships; and
as the competition grows stronger, so
does the camaraderie.
Squads that have been around the
league for a number of years have built
respect for their team. This is where the
fierce rivalry takes place. The longer a
team plays together, the more that team
wants to win.
The teams begin to
practice more and more striving for
perfection with the sole intention of

winning. To be known throughout the
campus as number one, and wear the tshirts the IM office awards to championship teams is something of which to
be proud.
Not all teams, however, believe
winning is the only thing that matters.
Some participants compete for the
physical aspect or because they simply
like the sport. Whatever the reason,
intramurals are designed for everyone.
The players in intramural sports come
fro·m all walks of student life, which
range from the resident halls to offcampus housing, from sororities to
fraternities.
Eastern's fall intramural program offers
much for guys and girls ranging from flag

football to soccer and volleyball to
weight-lifting. In the spring semester, IM
sports such as basketball, softball and
gymnastics are offered. Some of the
more unusual sports that are featured
are innertube water polo, table tennis
and riflery.
. Eighty-eight teams participated in last
fall's flag football competition, this
comes out to be roughly 1496 students
in the men-women and co-ree divisions.
-Keith Palmgren
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Seeing is believing,
learning is the belief

Religion is taught in the written word as well as the spoken word.
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For many people, God is the ultimate being. For others, He is
some kind of strange power that exists somewhere in outer
space. God made man to know Him, love Him, serve Him and to
be with Him in the next lifetime. In order to achieve this, one
must have a religion or believe in His existence. •
Religion, of any sort, is acknowledging God by faith in Him and
believing everything He has told us through the Bible. By loving
Him, glorifying Him, and by doing His will as Christ taught us, we
are on the righteous path to His home in heaven.
During the trying years at college, many students turn to God
for guidance with finals, friendships and just everyday living.
There are several groups on Eastern's campus to encourage
students to take interest in religion, but it is the individual's
choice and a tough one to make. Sometimes religion serves as
an alternative to drugs, alcohol, and other escapes students take
to cope with the pressures facing them in school.
But religion is necessary for several reasons besides being a
way to handle pressures. God wants everyone to follow His
plan, and without this, life is meaningless. For some people, a
lack of belief can cause a person to be very lonely and unhappy.
God said, "Love your neighbor as yourself." If people could
follow this command, many of the evils that exist would be
forgotten .
It is sad that some people pay little or no attention to God, and
instead consider life as " man-centered ." Those who show no
interest in religion react on intellect alone, leaving no basis for
what they believe. How can anyone say that there is no God?
just look around and think of the sun, moon, nature, and
everything that exists. Look at yourself-you are a human body,
full of complex systems that function so that you can exist. No
one but God could be capable of a creation such as this .
But one cannot study religion alone; a good teacher is needed .
Like everything else you do, you will get out of it exactly what
you put into it. Keep in mind that religion is not a semester
course that can cover everything you need to know. It is a
constant learning experience, a course you will be studying and
practicing all your life.
-Mary Carol Weber
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Studying is a learning experience

Contemplating the "Z " theory is often the result of an intense evening of studying.

Special and unique places to study -- such as the hammocK in this Eastern
dorm room- - sometimes help concentration .

Catching some rays while cramming can be relaxing and pleasurable .

-

that can be taught anywhere
Eastern offers many extra-curricular activities which help pass
idle time and relieve stress. However, after all the sporting
events, movies, parties, club meetings and other socia l activities
are over, most of us must face the proverbial purpose of college
-- studying. Considering class attendance and outside assignments, some Eastern students spend as much time with their
heads in their books as they do with them on their pillows.
It would be misleading to say that the average college student
spends "x" hours per week studying. With so many different
majors and students taking courses at various levels, such an
average would probably not portray a true norm. However,
trends do exist. Students questioned at random estimated their
study hours per week from two to twenty-some hours. M any
study four to five nights a week.
How do students study? Students differ on the better way, inclass instruction or reading from textbooks. Sophomore Tom
Fleming feels class instruction is more important because "then I
know most of what to study."
Junior Mary Herrman believes her own studying is more effective . "I usually read the book a couple of times before a test."
Most students interviewed felt they learned more when they
were interested in the subject and when they could find a quiet

place to study.
However, some students cited other aids in studying. Senior
Shawn LeRette feels that "cramming" is the most popular
studying technique, at least in the upper levels. "By then, you've
learned how to cram," he said. Junior Jim Thiede said, " I study in
small chunks, learn that, and keep going over it."
Other aids include tape-recording lectures, studying witn
friends, taking notes from reading material,and gulping massive
quantities of caffeine-loaded beverages.
Many students feel that grades play an important, if not vital
role, in the motivation to study. Those who maintain that
learning is also important still concede to this opinion.
Most students prefer to study for shorter periods with breaks
interspersed, and many prefer to study alone, because the
presence of others can be distracting. (Perhaps accounting fm
the one-person-to-a-table syndrome at the library.)
To aid those students who place heavy emphasis on studying
there is a General Studies course open to all Eastern students. ft
is a two-hour nominal credit course, which means the credits do
not count towards graduation.
The course focuses on basic study skills, and the other concentrates on reading skills. Bud Sanders of the counseling center
teaches the study skills po rtion and explains that "about twothirds of the program focuses on reading and one-third on study
skills." The reading section stresses comprehension over speed:.
Hand-outs on many aspects of studying habits and hints ar.e'
available in Sanders' office in the counseling center.
College Is a transitory, learning phase for students. Studying _i.s
the means to graduation, even the "brainiest" students must do
it sometimes. We plan our leisure and work time around it, and
hopefully w e learn enough to benefit ourselves and our society.
-Bob Goesling

The library 's self-help center allows students to shut out the rest of the world
and concentrate on good music and one ·s homework .

Permissiveness becomes more wide spread.

Cuddling under the covers on winter nights is always a popular past-time.
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Couples today are more body-conscious and look into birth control with Jess embarassment.
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Premarital sex, the Pill, promiscuity-these constitute sexual permissiveness.
Or do they? Today on college campuses these subjects appear to be the
norm rather than the forbidden and oftwhispered about taboos of yesterday.
With sex exploited on T.V., movies,
magazines, and other mediums, orgasm
and impotence have become almost
household terms. Men and women
alike fee l free to discuss their problems
and experiences with peers and
professionals. With these progressive
liberties, students on college campuses
today experience a new sexual
freedom--a freedom to experiment and
to become more aware of themselves
as sexual beings.
With these new-found liberties, of
course, there exist disadvantages, both
mental and physical. Mental problems
include feelings of gui lt and anxiety.
Bud Sanders of Eastern's counseling
center said gi rl s are most generally
stricken by guilt comp lexes because of
morals taught to them by not-sopermissive parents and religions . He
said some girls "bed hop" and this
He
compounds feelings of anxiety.
added that women come into the
counseling center more often than men
because men tend to see only the
physical aspect of sex acts rather than

The Pill offers a viable alternative for many couples.

Bars provide a comfortable atmosphere in which to mingle with the opposite sex .

the psychological. Women tend to feel
"used", whereas men generally see
sexual activities as an attainment of
physical desires.
Also to be taken seriously into account are the very realistic physical
disadvantages of today's sexual permiSSiveness. Sanders said that many
girls refuse to take contraceptives
because they feel they are morally
wrong.
He added that some girls
psychologically deny that they could
On the
actually become pregnant.
other hand, Sanders said there are girls
who take the pill simply to alleviate
peer pressure, even though they may
not be having sexual relations.
The benefits of this new permissiveness are subjects of numerous
heated debates. Today's culture seems
to be experiencing a "generation gap"
of sorts. Parents frown upon and are
even horrified by the day's sexual
awareness.
They believe (and are
possibly justified in doing so) that such
"sexual abandon" will lead their children
astray. On the other hand the new
generation, college students and
younger individuals, see the trend as a
continual learning experiences, both
exciting and interesting with the intrigue
of the formerly forbidden.

- by Sue Roby and Cathy George

... no longer a Freudian slip

Today 's sexual permissiveness shocks some people and pleases others.
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Students
work off
inflation
To work or not to work is the question
many Eastern students face when
figuring out budgets for the school year,
or when they find out that their nightly
expenditures have surpassed their
estimates.
But, there are several alternatives
available to students -- both on and off
campus. On-campus jobs come under
two categories, work study, which is
based on the student's financial need
subtracted from his family's expected
contribution and student employment,
which is open to any student enrolled in
nine or more hours per semester.
At present, there are 393 students in
work study and 1669 students in
student employment. Brenda Sweetin,
Student Employment Counselor, said
.that student employment usually
reaches its peak in the middle of the
year.
The majority of students work in
dormitory food services, followed by
the library, the physical education
department and the other academic
departments.
These jobs include typing, filing,
officiating intramural sports and cooking
meals, just to name a few. These
students are evaluated by their
supervisors and, the files are kept in the
student employment office for future
reference.
The student employment office also
posts a job bulletin board listing various
jobs on campus and off. It is inconceivable to determine the number
of students working off campus,
although they are visible everywhere -in bars, restaurants, and clothing stores.
Students looking for jobs off campus
can either look in newspaper ads which
businesses place to seek help or else
just go from business to business
looking, which is Sweetin's idea of the
best way.
With an estimated budget of $3100
for each student per year of education
at Eastern, these working students may
not be totally able to finance their
education through part-time employment, but it does provide extra
spending money for them when they
are not working.

-Cathy Stephens
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David Broguard conducts an experiment under the employment o; the physics department.

Rachel Brandon operates a voltage regulator in the physics department.

Dionne Coffman, a bartender at Ted's Warehouse, can enjoy Eastern
nightlife while earning some extra money.

Sophomore Dave Harms sets up moment of Inertia apparatus.

Graduate student tutors, such as Paul Dick, receive more pay and responsibility for their position.
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academic organizations

Accounting Club

Group A Row 1: M .K. Pitman (adv.), Kent Madlinger,
(pres.), John Dickey (v.p.), Lisa Blakley (sec.-treas.) Row 2:
Cathe Noe, june Gavin, Susan Fearn, Cathy Hawickhorst,
jean Lucas, Donna Brown Row 3: jeannie Cooper, Randy
Hooczko, Ruth Weber, Linda Molen, Sarabeth Sievers,

Ruth Kollmann, Diane jackson Row 4: jalayne Pudlas,
Mary Connolley, Rita Trallis, Debbie Guhl, Regina Quinn,
Tamela Wolz, Theresa Dial Row 5: Charlene Hardiek,
Kathy Bosch, Deb Weitekamp, Diane Clodfelder, Cathy
Dunn, Cindy Gath

Accounting Club

Group B Row 1: Debra Kasten, John Kaminski, Lori
Johnston, Maureen Deal, jan Maloney Row 2: Kim Grubb.
Debby Siuda, Nancy Carlson, Katy Kettler, Terri Frerk,
Steve Tippit Row 3: Bob Hatley, Kevin Lamb, Mary Ann
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Dunn, Glen Svenningsen, john Dolan, Lynn Taylor, Gale
Helphinstine Row 4: Debbie Dirks, Karla Bushur, Philip
Leonard, Rod Grewe, Mark Baker

academic organizations

Alpha Epsilon Delta

Pre-medicine Honorary
Row 1: Cindy
Strunk, Chris Wagner, Cynthia Fuelle, Robert
J. Smith (spon.) Row 2: Karen Meyer, Nita
Decker, Diane Eddington, Lisa Westendorf
Row 3: Melody McBroom, Marie Wagner,
Monica Thomas, Barb Raider, Susan
Thompson Row 4: Beth Miller, Jane Morris,
Robert Neville, Dennis Kapraun, Michael
Roessler

Alpha Phi 0Inega

National Service Fraternity Row 1: Laura Stanley, Sharon Lundberg
(2nd v.p.), Donna Polinski (sec.), Ma'rie Schrecengost Row 2: Karen
Cloutier, Mark Drilling. Betsey Cannon, Phil Turnbull, Bonnie

LaShomb, Randy Overton (1st v.p.) Row 3: Valerie Riess, Joan
McGovern, Jim Hoggatt, Debby Ambrose (communications chr), Jeff
Wieneke (pres.), Lise Hawkins, Brian Muench (treas.), Lori Johnson
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academic organizations

A~nerican

Chemical Society

Row 1: Rodney Kuetinskas (sec.), Nita Decker (treas.), Susan
Kaiser (pres.), Dave Reeves (v.p.) Row 2: Pat Hanley, Tony

Williams, Dwayne Cooper, Lance Thackrey

A~nerican Marketing Association

Group A Row 1: Ardeshir Lohrasbi (adv.), Andrea Rattay (sec.),
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Paula Stewart (treas.), Marsha jordan (pres.), Pat Spears (v.p.),
Michael Weaver (adv.) Row 2: Mary Searson, Dallas Neunaber,
Bonnie Rogosch, Ginny jones, Theresa Geppner, Lisa Gerhardt,
Nancy Classen Row 3: Debra Will iams, Mary Sefton, Debbie

Peppers, Mickey Mitchell, Paula Hurst, Gwen Paglia, Sarah
Mactaggard, jane Gregg Row 4: Steve WeaverMark Steinbaugh,
Todd Sterrenberg, john Bagwell, John Stewart, Kevil'! Kennedy, jon
Graham, jerry Ewert, Paul Augustyniak

academic organizations

Beta Beta Beta

Life Science Honorary Row 1: Sue O'Brien, Sherry Rohlfing, Annette
Petrie, Tom Zwilling (historian-treas.), Bonnie Lovett (pres.), Denise
Hesler (v.p.), linda Winter, Angie Echeverria, Carol Burck Row 2: Jody

Palmer, Sue Bunn, Bill Oesch, len Burkhart, julia Horak, lori leonard,
John Zalaznik Row 3: Becky Bear, Dave Hansen, Kevin larkin, larry
Palmisano, Sheila Hoffman, jay Calvert, Michael Klopmeyer, Chuck
Maurice

Beta Tau Upsilon
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Management Honorary Row 1: Dick Dieckemper (sec.), Mark
Britton (v.p.), Tod Cecil (pres.), Dale Helpingstine (treas.),
Hamid Gholamnezhad (dir.) Row 2: Kevin Cress, Kelli Graham,
Tom. Warnick, Sue lucas, David Moeller, janet Martinovich,

Jeff Baker Row 3: Michael Wuchitech, Hugh ldstein, Timothy
Gillespie, john Bagwell, Mark A. Benedict, Norm Olsen, David
j . Harris

academic organizations

Botany Club

Row 1: Becky Bear (treas.), Nancy Kyle (sec.), Bonnie Lovett
(co-pres.), Ron O'Donnell (co-pres.), Dave Hansen (co-master),
Le Crofett (adv.) Row 2: Linda Mackley, Carol Burck, julie
Maserang, Mary Stal, janet Martinovich, Debbie Bevis, Rex
Daubenmire Row 3: Kathie Lawrence, Wendy Menard, jody

Palmer, jon Simpson, Candy Funk, john Conrad, Bill Oesch,
Roger DardingRow 4: Vicki Finn, julia Horak, Tanya Minton,
Terri Cole, Dale Knapp, Kathy Witt, Pete jaeger, Greg Duncan,
Denise Hesler

Collegiate Business Wo1nen

Row 1: Sandy Kessler, june Gavin, Susan Fehrenbacher, Cheryl Wilson

(v.p.), jan Kubicki (pres.), julia W etzel (political chr.), Debbie Huston (sec.treas.), Kathy Wallace, Lisa VanWinkle, Candi Ellis Row 2: Kathleen Loehr,
Susan Blackburn, Diane Clodfelder, Rosemary F. O'Brien, Gwen
Thompson, janis Gregory, Wanda Shepherd, jan Beutler, Anita Stoecker,
Denice Doughty Row 3: Valerie Sommer, Diane Potthast, Mary

Heimerdinger, Patty Powers, janet Gutzler, Eunice Murbarger, Debbie
Cory, Valerie McMeen, Terri Frerk, julie Ponikvar Row 4: Karen Zurliene,
Rose Gaesser, Lucy Berns, janice Ochs, Geralyn Schauderna, Connie
Lindstrom, Debra Williams, Phyllis Latimer, Sabrina Carpenter, Sandy
Norman Not pictured: Dr. Roseann Sanders (adv.)
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academic organizations

Council for Exceptional Children

Row 1: Bonnie Butler (state rep.), Leslie Bum mitt (membership), Barb
Malatt (v.p.), Peggy Fox (pres.), Peggy LoFurno (sec.), Stephanie
Estell (treas) Row 2: Susan K. McGrath, Cyndi Rumel, Gail Barnes,
Nancy 0(r, janet Orr, Rosemary Yocum, Lors Green, Karen johnson,
Robert Whiteside Ill, Donna Knipp Row 3: Karen Spices, Sandy
Gilliland, Karen Sarich, Karen Rinkel, judy Weiler, Therese Brennock,
Roberta Galagher, Mary Ann Vits, Carol jean Drennen, Diane

Ciemment, Debbie Parker Row 4: Kris Cederholm, Deb Bushur,
Debi Askelson, Caryn Nania, Linda Blume, Susan Hurst, Brionn
Rolens, Pam jensen, Sue Reitz, Kaylyn Rhode Row 5: George
Nculgbudu, Deb Conner, judy·Waytine, Debbie Carlino, Suzanne
Thacker, Debbie Smith, Sharon Hauser, Cindy Shive, Mary Webb,
jean jankus, Kevin Hall, janet Giles

Data Processing Manage~nent Association
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Row 1: Carol Dixon (treas.), Randy Riggins (preS\),
Michele Goelz (sec.) Row 2: Cindy Hoeffken, Sue Schall,
Kimberly Parson, Helen Reed, Cindy Prior, Sue Krzyzaniak
Row 3: Kathy Belyea, Bob Pantano, Larry Leighty,

Margaret Stoesser, Laurie Winn, Nancy Coulombe, Lisa
Landry Row 4: Brenda Capron, jeff Fielden, Ann Schaefer,
Sue Stran, Bob McCartney, Alan Sparling

academic organizations

Debate TeaiD

Row 1: Phyllis Hershman (coach), Barbara Haney,
Mary Ann Hogg Row 2: janet Fritsche, Karen Stein,
Wendy Markee, Monica Heil, John Norman Row 3:
Bill Steele, Tom Tharp, Molly Hall, jeff Pour, David
Svaldi (dir.)

Delta Psi Kappa

Heahh, Physical Education, and Recreation Honorary Row 1: lorraine
Flower (spon.), Kim Wolf (treas.), linda lomax Row 2: Katy Eden (sec.),
Ann Hildreth, Nancy Gogg. Elen Obrzut Row 3: Denise Peterson, Beth
VonBehran, Sue O'leary (v.p.)
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academic organizations

Delta Sig~na Pi

Honorary Business Fraternity
Row 1: Mike Dyer (co-adv.), Paul
Augustyniak (CEI chr.), ]. Dean Gillard (v.p., professional accounting), Bob
Heberer (v.p., education), jim Mansk (treas.), Bob Malizzewski (pres.),
Steve Eovaldi (sr. v.p.), Keith Sprague (sec.), john Stewart (v.p.,
professional accounting), Ross L. Willan (historian) Row 2: John Benline,
Tom Bosler, Dean Hambleton, Stan Ahlfield, Mike Wright, Dennis

Koonce, Walter F. Gibson Ill, John Grant, jim Brock Row 3: Stephen M.
Roche, Randall j. Beltz, Russ Larson, Phil Williams, Lydell Marion, D.G.
Hempen, Bryan Beth, David Finley, Art Mollenhauer, George Ervin, Jeffery
Woods Row 4: Mike Graetz, Mikel Huelsmann, Steve Cremer, Greg
Moore, jim Willis, Keith Giger, Keith Cihak, jim Stowell, Mike Daniel,
Daryl Mirza, Tonnie Griffon, Chuck Moll in

Eastern News
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Row 1: Brian Nielsen (sports ed.), Brad Patterson (managing ed.),
Tom Keefe (editor-in-chief), Terri Hempstead (news ed.) Row 2:
Tony Dardano, Betsey Guzior (ast. Verge ed.), Theresa Norton
(Verge ed.), Sandy Young (activities ed.), Marsha Hausser (campus
ed.), Paul Pinderski (editorial page), Laura Fraembs (administration
ed.), Dyna Cole (government ed.), Pat Sheehey, Chris Goerlich Row
3: Rich Bauer, Diane Banta, Chris Hansen, jane Meyer, Ricky
Ricardo, jennifer Schulze, Ted Gregory, Kathy Klisares, Ed Gray, Ed

Mazzocco, Brad McVey Row 4: Stuart Haughee, Yvonne Beeler,
Holly Headland, Melinda DeVries, Lola Burnham, Debby Oiler, Julie
Penne, Keith Palmgren, Carolyn Waller, Dru Sefton, Chuck Niehaus,
Scott Hainzinger Row 5: Larry Heath, Cheryl Bennett, jan Guglsang,
Linda Charnesky, Matt Davidson, Laura Rzepka, Diane Cooper,
Michael Goodrich, julie Hatfield, Cindy Haiduck, Valerie Bosse,
Andy Savoie

academic organizations

Geology Club

Row 1: Tooraj Bastar, Steve Clough, Hamid Ziaie, Mike Delisio Row 2:
Carol jordan, Steve Baker, Sandy Benekas, Alan Stam, Boyd Breeding

(pres.), jan Rinkuns, Pat Allen, Mike "Mad City" Murphy, Bill Curtis,
Roy Funkhouser, Philip Rearden (v.p.)

Health Education Club

Row 1: Susan Dedrickson (sec.), Melissa Harding (v.p.), julie Snyder
(pres.), Leigh Ann Monroe (treas.), Sandy Kammermann (adv.) Row 2:
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Rob Conforti, Ann Faron, Neil Wywialowski, Christine Anderson, Phil
Nix, Cindy Langlois, Brian Smith

academic organizations

Iota Beta Sig~na

Radio · Honorary Row 1: Lorna Schmidt (treas.), Chris
Showalter (pres.), Jerry Przbysz Row 2: Paul Pinderski, jeff
Roesslein

Kappa Kappa Psi

Honorary Band Fraternity Row 1: Steve Cannedy (sec.),
Tom Bowen (pres.), No rman Theil (v.p.), Steve Northup
(treas.) Row 2: Bill Carver, Douglas McCausland, David
Hickox, Charles Hughes, Mike Reynolds Row 3: Mike

Ruckman, Rob Davis, W esley Russell, David White,· james
Yarbrough, Mark Cartwright Row 4: Kevin Daine, Eric
Stone, Kirk Bedwell, Kevin Cox, Bruce Westcott
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academic organizations

Math Club

Row 1: Pat Edwards, Kristen Peterson, Loretta Neitling
(pres.), jean Dvorak (v.p.), Sandy Jordan, Linda Thompson
Row 2: Karen Rasmussen, Irene Houdek, Lea Anne
Eubanks, Kathy Belyea, Laurie Saviaho Row 3: Debbie

Cachera, Barb Neuhaus, Peggy Hall, Diane Schutte,
Lorraine DieKemper, Brian MacKie, Dr. May 0 . Gerling
Row 4: Sally Sheridan, Ellen Newberg, Teresa Allsop,
Stephen Hineman, Jim O'Dell, Jeff Bivin, Steve Bosco

Model UN

Row 1: Ameen Dada (pres.), Lea Anne Eubanks (v.p.), Marc
Bruninga (sec.), Lynn McFarland Row 2: jim McCabe, Lorraine

Diekemper, David Murphy, Terry Teele
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academic organizations

PiO~negaPi

Business Teacher Honorary Row
Kathy Bangert (historian), Mike
Meyer (pres.), Debbie Huston
(reporter) Row 2: Kathy Sur,

1: Kathy Wallace (sec.),
Hawley (treas.), Anita
(v.p.), Linda Terneus
Candi Ellis, Margaret

Krichbaum, Linda West, Patty Hough Row 3: Robert
Sullivan (adv.), Patty Reynolds, Mike Wood, JoAnn
Rigsby, Anita Stoecker, janis Gregory

Psi Chi

Psychology Honorary Row 1: Dave Nyberg (treas.), Dale ford (v.p.), Laura
Funk (pres.), Donna Babcock (sec.), Alicia Morna, Mary Quinn, Cathy
Ferme, Mark Shatz (fac. adv.) Row 2: Donna Plechash, Chris Hempen,
Cathy Spaeth, Barry Slusser, Cindy Yost, Lisa Allison, Pam Nelson, Gloria

Leitschuh, Tom Hoxworth Row 3: Denise Doherty, Kathy Grudis, Rick
Shellenberger, Ron Leonhardt, Elliot Vieceli, jim Lamonic, Robert Kern,
Vernon Bergkoetter
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academic organizations

Student Ho1ne Economics Association

Group A Row 1: Diane Zivney, Tracey Whitney, Kathleen Connell,
janice Watson, Christine Smith, Laura Lankenau, Patty Deters, Kathy
Craig, Summer Elliott, Connie Simmock, Debbie HammerRow 2: Kim
Galeaz, Karen Faull, Kelli Ballinger, Cathy Reed, Gregg Lalor, April
Grant, Shari Miller, jeannea Newbold, Trisha Merna, Ruth West, Susan
Matter, jacqueline Hoen Row 3: Debbie Cagle, jeanine Carlson, jann

Piana, Marybeth Sodaro, Diane Pierce, Susan Myers, Debbie Meyers,
Elli Digrindakis, Barbara Gore, Debbie Pitchford, Tina Stanley, Donna
McHugh Row 4: Kitty Barnes, Kari Carlson, Lori Schjerrheim, Darlene
Fields, Marsha Krabel, jeannie Cooper, Linda Westbrook, Cathy
Twork, Linda Ryan, Kris Carlson, Linda Milkint, Anne Waymack

Student Ho1ne Economics Association

Group 8 Row 1: Connie Grimes, Barbara McCleary, Gwenda Clay,
Vernie Swenson, Eileen Flynne, Sha ron Howell, Kathy Barth,
Kathleen Durnin, Renee Parsons, Renee Rathgeb, Leann Wheeler
Row 2: Lisa Prather, Nancy McGowan, Beth Ferrini, Linda Schiebel,
Nancy Scharlemann, joan Brummer, Donna Will, janet Brooks,
Rita Browning, Phyllis Rhodes, Rita Graumenz, Nancy Heimann

Row 3: Angela Schuetze, joan Foelsch, Angie See, Paula Bauer,
Debbie Blankenship, Almetris Snulligan, julie Southard, Kathy
Wilson, Dawn Bosman, jennifer Bidner, Mary Ann Murphy Row 4:
Connie Tadlock, Sharon Gaesser, Mary Kay Palzkill, Monica
Waller, Candi Heren, Julie Koger, Sherri Snider, Kathryn Gates,
Nancy Waters, Margaret Wolkem, Karen Klueter, Diane Beran
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academic organizations

Technology Education Club

Row 1: james Wiseman (pres.), Bill Kasper (sec.-treas.) Row 2: Carol Pohl,
Tom Richardson, Dennis Anich Row 3: Anthony Hamerski, Greg Rabus, Steve
Nelson, Joan Bolden Row 4: Drew Pristop, ). Svehla, Dave Moore, Gary
Schoen hoff Not pictured: Betty Rider (v.p.), Dr. Wright, Dr. Sonderman

Warbler

Row 1: Susan Kaiser (managing ed.), Rich Bauer (news ed.),
Kathy Klisares (ed.-in-chief), Eric Smith (photoed.), Peter Voelz
(adv.) Row 2: Matt Davidson (sports ed.), Linda Charnesky
(activities ed.), Philip Rearden (organizations ed.), Adrienne
Zuckermann (ast. photo ed.), Cathy George (lifestyle ed.),
Cathy Stephens (lifestyle ed.), Becky Corzilius (index ed.) Row
3: Kim Thede, Katie O'Kane, Pam Kramer (darkroom ed.),

Melinda DeVries, Chris Goerlich, Mary Anne Rearden, Pat
Sheehey Row 4: Bob Goesling, Rob Hoglund, Greg Anderson,
Keith Palmgren, Betsey Guzior, julie Penne, Mary Carol
Weber, Theresa Norton Row 5: John MacDonald, Mark
Waskow, Dave Emmel, Krista Stehr, Ed Mazzocco, Dave
Dunham
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greek orgamzations

Group A Row 1: Terri Burianek (v.p.), Lori Schjervheim (pres.) Row
2: Suzanne Schwab (quarterly), Susan Morris (administration ast.),
Debbie Large (social chr.), Terri Berutti (rush chr.), Marie Degnan
(community service), Marjie Bersell (chapter promotion), Geri
Ziemba (Panhellenic Council rep.), Sue Schall (treas.), Tracy Sturm
(historian and house mgr.) Row 3: judy Gale, Chris Cooper,
Michelle Harris, Barb Mueller, Karen Cederoth, Barb Cowsell, Lori

Howard, Linda Morgan, Barb Postlewaite Row 4: judy Ethell,
Monique Jeanes, Kathleen Dugal, Mary Gaither, Barbara Levtz,
Dee Ann Fowler, Cathy jensen, Edie Phipps Row 5: Kathy Clifford,
Lynn Gregory, Teresa Rigney, jean Wilson, Lori Halstead, Linda
West, julie Schafer, Kris Carlson, Renee Young Not pictured: Carol
Eisele

Alpha Phi

Group B Row 1: Maureen Malloy, Lysa Herrin, Karen Salzman, Pam Moews,
Sandy Black, Becky Zarf, janyce Leet, Lori Gordon, Mary May, Mary Folkerts
Row 2: Barb Schmeink, Tece Hoecker, Shelle Thompson, Gayle Giza, Kim
Kovak, julie Profilet, Louise Powers, Donna Duggan, Lori Verrill, Janis Kwasny,
janet Schall, Karin Kuhl Row 3: Donna Elleson, Lynn Duerinick, Nancy Hudson,

Denise D'Adam, Ginny Tobinson, jeanne Anderson, Mary jo Kovack, Mary jo
Riley, june Hankammer, Julie Norstrom, Sue DiSandro Row 4: Celeste Archibald, Pati Alberts, judy ·Karpus, Karen Kupsche, Mary Carney, Connie
Lindstrom, Geralyn Schauderna, jayne Hufker, Denise Bafford, Karla Miller,
Linda Kravik, Paula Bauer, Sharon Sandberg. Brenda Capron

·
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Beta Sigina Psi

.·

Row 1: Charles Weidman (treas.), Michael Petrus (1st v.p.),
Mike Weidman (pres.), Ed Meece (house chr.), Brian Wakeman
(sec) Row 2: Gail Barnes, Karen Sarich, Anne Cordogan, Cheri
Harding, judy Weichbrodt, Alan Esko Row 3: Lynn McDowell,

DeAnna Hartman, Cindy Thomf!S, Doreen Wurster
(sweetheart), DeAnna Hellman, Stephanie Robinson, Nancy
Nyland Row 4: julie Diehl, Kris Herbst, Cindy Hagen, Linda
Blume, T.R. Bean, Tim Markus, jim Bail y

Chi Delphia

Row i: Agnus Starbuck (pledge trainer), Agnus Magis
Mathews (sec.), Agnus Anna Marie Loconte (pres.), Agnus
Kari Fisher (v.p.), Agnus B. Maretti, Agnus A. Squeennyrush
(social i:hr.) Row 2: Agnus W. Roza, Agnus j. juad, Agnus T.
Shaw, Agnus K. Grovier, Agnus L. Rago, Agm.is 5. Meador,
Agnus L. Carr Row 3: Agnus Cyncall, Agnus M .j . Neggen,

Agnus L. Quaglia, Agnus A. Evans, Agnus S. Babcock, Agnus
E. Widmoyer, Agnus L. Bellamaria, Agnus L. Bauer, Agnus K.
Morris, Agnus j. Martin Row 4: Agnus 5. Stimpert, Agnus M .
Anderson, Agnus L. Winn, Agnus D. Pellegrin, Agnus D.
Kampwerth, Agnus N. Scharlemann, Agnus A. Bardis, Agnus
B. Johnson, Agnus j . Huston Not pictured: Agnus Cary Valor
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Delta Chi

Group A Row 1: Herman Kensil, Herman Aten Jr., Herman C.
Ruggeri, Herman R. Harmon, Herman D. Hungwell, Herman Cecil,
Herman Scrontini, Herman R. Wray, Herman B. Murphy Row 2:
Herman T. Spezia, Herman 5. Overton (pres.), Herman Q. Zimmerman (sec.), Herman A. Teele, Herman C. Miller, Herman T.
Moran, Herman K. jackson, Herman j.S. Peterson, joy Roscoe,
Herman Botsch Row 3: Herman Aten Sr., Herman M . liautaud,

Herman]. Kluzek, Herman V Buttice, Herman D. Zedonis, Herman
Q . Kimball, Herman j.B. Kues Ill, Herman Joe Claffy, Herman A.
Taco, Herman LB. Montgomery Row 4: Herman Fred McSherry,
Alfonzo Riordan, Herman P. Clayberg, Herman R. Basler, Herman
D. Winnett, Herman P. Lepage, Herman D. Cook, Herman B.
Combs, Herman D. Scroggins, Herman K. Colwell

Group B Row 1: Herman R. Williams, Hurrmon j . Walden, Herman
B. Beard, Herman C. Schlonkerhorn, Herman T. Prillaman Jr.,
Herman A. Scronto Ill Row 2: Herman B. Fergason, Herman W .
Mueller, Herman C. Roberts, Herman S. liautaud, Herman V.
Bergkoetter, Herman M.G. Horton, Herman T.K. larson Row 3:

Herman Storm, Herman T. Abell, Herman T. lewis, Herman R.E.
Cragg, Herman R. Kraybill, Herman D. Hejmanowski Row 4:
Herman S. Wyrick, Herman D. Reilly, Herman B. lawrence,
Herman D. Zahrobsky, Herman K. Evenson, Herman G. Stewart,
Herman V. Smith, Herman D. Saunders

Delta Chi
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Groove Sweethearts

Row 1: Darla Rhodes, Bonita Gower (pres.), Malba Favors Row 2:
Gina Davis, Kathy J. Davis, Venus Peters Not pictured: Sharon

Interfraternity Council

Row 1: Jim Holtwisch (sec.), Craig Hunt (pres.), Sam Overton
(treas.), Ann Cavanaugh (adv.) Row 2: Geri Ziemba, Dave
McCormick, Rob Conforti, Jack Woods Row 3: Dave Saunders,
Mike Weidman, Tim Fi~sler
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Hrown

greek organizations

Kappa Delta

Row 1: Terri Frerk (ast. treas.), Marsha Vice (v.p.), Kathy
Wallace (pres.), Patty Welsh (treas.) Row 2: joAnne
Miller, Nancy Bradley (membership chr.), Amy Zangerle
(sec.), Diana Mohlenhoff (editor), Gloria Finigan
(Panhellenic Council rep.), Mary Beth Sodaro, Teyrl
Gaumer Row 3: Gayla Simpson, Nancy Gracia, Donna

Bauer, Susie McCoy, julie Pierce, Darlene Ewald, Lisa Van
Winkle, Carol Boardway Row 4: April Hudson, jennifer
Guy, Diana Treece, Cynthia jacobs, jan Fuglsang, Nancy
Wrenn, Marla Fish, Martha Mathis, Candie Kastning Row
5: judith White, Phyllis Latimer, jeanine Peters, Diane
Frost, julia Wetzel, Robin Scott, jennifer Haley, Elizabeth
Squires, jacqueline McConkey, Beth Curtain

Lambda Chi Alpha

Row 1: Tab Kelley (treas.), Randy Williams (sec.), Lawrence Tourijian (pres.),
Ron Veath (rush chr.), Patty Reynolds (sweetheart). Dan Deutschman (v.p.),
Kevin Deardorff (social chr.), Terry Gallaher (educator) Row 2: Tim Dunne,
Bruce Crawford, Mark Collins, john Torason, john Dolan, Bruce Bronson,
Michael lves, Michael Brow Row 3: Scott Evans, David Noonan, james

Bronson, Pete "Ruedi, Paul Ruedi, Greg Bickel, Alfonson Fleming, james
Babbiski, Bob Daly Row 4: Robert Wineland, Mark C. Mueller, Bartley T.
Perry, David Carr, Scott Bullbck, Pat Watkins, John Burzinsky, Robert Furtney,
jeff Ingrum
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Pi Kappa Alpha

Group A Row 1: Dunk Munn, Skyhook Toney Row 2: Tim Johnston, Brad
Thompson, Chuck Towny, Mike Dusek, Stubby Peters Row 3: Dan Drake,
Kevin Busch, Chuck Walters, Greg Stengel. Loose Cook, Barry Robison Row

Pi Kappa Alpha

Group B Row 1: Rork Williams, Mark Rountree Row 2: Keith
Beckmen, Sam Saladino, Scott Dossey, Steve Speracino, jon
Rector, Reed McCullough, Bob Nosalik Row 3: Pete Dusen,
Chong Headtrix, Ron Richmond, Steve Vohn, Tom Cullygan,

4: Mark Schwartz, Brian Nielson, Terry Hankins, Bobby Verich, Scott Landsverk, Mark Miller, Jay Wilson Row 5: Todd Daniels, Mark Bernet, Matt
Andrick, Chris Cokinis, Denny O'Brien, Kevin Mohr, Tom Rosinski, Mike
Taggart, Greg Matura

Steve Fansler, Ahmad .Rashad Row 4: Tim Bousky, Dave
Dunhum, Spruce Schauer, Stan Hazzard Row 5: Kerry
Whetstone, Bruce Hatfield, Kirk Kivtle, Scott Hamilton, Richie
Cunningham, Joda Crabtree, H.B. Hamilton
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Sigina Chi

Group A Row 1: Steve Hill, Dave Ladley, Steve Bahr (rush

chr.), john Grant (pres.), Ron Bahr (v.p.), Doug Wade
(treas.), Phil Fifield (sec.) Row 2: Rory Janota, Bruce
Rewerts, Steven Rossetti, Kirk "Curly" Liepold, Ken "Moe"

Sigina Chi

Group B Row 1: Steve Cain, jim Beran, John Sarnoff, Dean Prokos,
jim Thiede, Tom Conklin, Craig Korsgard, john Sarnoff Row 2: john
Doody, Neil Young, William Leonard, jeffrey L. Middleton, Larry R.
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Harding, Kevin "Larry" Dzombar, Bruce Barr Row 3: Dan
Dionne, jaime Copenhaver, Kim Bauer, Mike Reynolds,
john Wrzesinski, james Ferrone, Mike Pardini Row 4:
Ma rtin Joseph, Owen Kutz, Doug Dehority, Richard
Schultz, Mike Devon, Wes Trombino, Don Schofield

Crossley, Randall E. Hodge, Bobby C., Steve Weaver, Dave Doyle
Row 3: Steve Herold, Tim Duitsman, Kevin Crump, Brad Hove, Terry

O'Rourke, 'Ray Garbaciak, john Bean, Phillip Smailes,
Glazebrook, John Quinlivan, Greg Quinlivan

Bob

Group B Row 1: Lisa Albin, Linda Tolley, Heidi
Mullally, Carole Vaurik, Lori Jobe, Martha Mistic,
Christy Phillips Row 2: Tamara Peterson, Sandy
Dahlgren, Debbie Karsten, jill Lanman, Beth
Dewees, Marie Ely, Karen Woodworth, Michelle
Tracy Row 3: Cindy Macrane, Wendy Welch, Leslie
Gilmore, Meri Reed, Cindy Rozmin, Robin Rook,
Paula Hurst Row 4: Mickey Mitchell, Donna Wesley,
julie Kaskubar, Sue Rospenda, julie Heidemann,
Debi Eagle, Sue Ludwit, Rob Conforti

Sig~na Tau Galllllla

Row 1: Andy Robeznieks, Doug Baggett (treas.), Dennis Dapraan
(exec. v. p.), Tim Fiesler (pres.), Ron Wizieck (v.p.), Chris Magnuson
(sec.), Scott Blum (v.p. mgt.), jeff Lenge Row 2: Mick Harmon, Butch,
james Bond 007, Woody, Ed Roman, Dan Panos, Roberz "Stoner"
O'Rear, Rich Desmond Row 3: Wayne Buerger, Tim Grant, Tony
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Sgarlata, Tyrone Tucker, Damon Walsh, Mike Haskins, jerald Ewert,
Keith Henry, Greg Horn, Thomas Barrett Row 4: Jeff Nottole, Brett
Thomas, Byron Davis, Warren Myers, AI Downard, Ted Stanley, Ron
Kucera, Jeff Nagel, Terry Waggoner, Nick Sims, Scott Paulson

dorm organizations

Douglas "Pitt"

Row 1: Ed Ben line (pres.), Jim Caputo, Scott Mair
.Row 2: John Bailey, Bruce Barr, "Sweetheart"
Vicki Ryherd, Mr. Bill, John W . Moore Row 3:
Mike McDonald, Mike Donham, Alfred E.
Neuman, J.D. King (corridor ch r.), Brad Fenner,
Ha rley Davison Row 4: Jim Montgomery, Greg
Peters, Patrick Fay, "Tex" Cartwright, D.C. Hill

Douglas., 2nd Floor

Row 1: Dave Schradt, La rry Leighty, Greg
McMahon, Tim Howard Row 2: Terry McClelland, Bob Jones, Kevin Quinn, Jeff May,
Patrick McKarnen Row 3: Mike Thoele, Kelly
Da le, Gary Ervin, Bryon Hancock, Mark M urray,
John Hepner Row 4: Ma rk Cartwright, Bob
Heberer, Tom VanderVeen, Steven Turk, Carl
Dobrich
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Lincoln~

3rd Floor

Row 1: Sally Garcia, Sandee Lotz, Valerie Cornwell, Anne
Glessner, Nancy Balmes, Carol Blair, jennifer Stubbs Row 2: Carol
Pohl, Jane Fischer, Ann Pinderski, Georganne Rundblad, Kathy
Martin, Connie Curtis, Ruth Weber, Annie Latz, Linda Lomay Row
3: Nancy McGowan, Kari Carlson, Pam Weekly, · Alice Rohrer,

The Offside

Row 1: Gary "Sledge" Catan, John "Stitch" Miller,
Maru L. Uss, P.B. Cumby Row 2: Richard Bjornas,
Matt Fuesesting. Gary Baumann, Salty, Gary
Haneberg Row 3: Booker T. Allee, Schleick, Randy
Pagel, Joe Misheck, Guido Jr. Row 4: Rich Kuzniar,
Gregg Ebert Rocky Chamblin, Geegock, Dan
"Moose" Goebel
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Michele Mack, Karen Laasch, Kim Tolliver, Shelly Ulrey Row 4:
jeannie Nicholson, jacque Blaha, Ann Schafer, Lisa Fasig. Vicky
Finn, Lynn Liszewski, Dewey Bretz, Marcella "Mimi" Pellegrini,
Elaine Tomich, Emily West Row 5: Lori Fishgill, Maureen Clancy,
Peggy McKey, jail Kistner, Kathy (Freebird) Maher, Terese (Riz,
Macon County) Bouchal, Heidi-Ho Knaus, Deb Miller

dorm organizations

Tho:mas Hall Executive Council

Row 1: Pat Miller, Bill Conradi (council), Terry McKenna (intramurals),
Row 2: Daniel Kolb (sec.), John "Stitch" Miller (asst. counselor), Craig
Kletzien (soc. chr.), Stu "Face" Craig (pres.) Row 3: Shawn LeRette, Keith

Cihak (grad asst.), Tom Wiedemann (v.p.), Norm Olsen (adopted)

Triad Coordinating Council

Row 1: Nancy McKenna (sec.), Bobby Renn

(v.p.), Jeff Stouse (pres.), Debbie Mossman
(treas.) Row 2: Sandy Kessler, Sandy
Balderas, Colette Brockman, Diane Jayson,
Marie Tipsord Row 3: Tony Weber, Rhoni
Lombardi, Nancy Nyland (adv.), Kirk Riddle
(adv.), Randy Brackensick (adv.), Doug
Charlton Row 4: Barry Woolsey
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1

dorm organizations

Weller, 1st East

Row 1: Penni Spillman, Vickie Beuttner, Gina Moeller,
Pat Middleton, Bonnie Kingery, jan Morris, Lynda
Fanara Row 2: Daphne Tate, Linda Poole, Charlotte
Rose, Karen Garr, Paula Spencer, Charissa Dean Row 3:
Peggy Unkraut, jean Soger, Dee Charlton, Sharon D.

Carter, Patti Prentiss, janet Nordstrom, Linda jaeger,
Marilyn Redman Row 4: jacqueline Brown, Nancy
Borre, Robin Wenborg, Ann Milliman, Sandi Antrobus,
jewanda Davis

Weller, 1st West

Row 1: Bob Buckley (RA), Robbi Monroe, Dennis Young,
Timothy C. jacobs, Timothy A. Busby Row 2: Bob Renn,
Steve Schultz, Bill Baumann, Dirk Garrett, Bob Goesling,
Curtis Pethley Row 3: Martin A. Stoecker, Doug Charlton,

Scott Peterson, Tom Peschman, Timothy Talbot (v.p.),
Donald Peterson (chr.), Brian Brown Row 4: .Norman Theil,
Roger Swope, Brian Sweeney, M<1rk Woods, Dave Chady
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Weller, 2nd East

Row 1: Colette Brockman, Beth Meyer, Gina Maniscalli, Tina

O'Keefe, Teresa Hoecherl, Sherry Sullivan, Carol Voss, Mardell
McConnell, Cindy Ray Row 2: Lori Wilcox, Susan Spinner, Rachel
Tucker, Mary O'Connor, Sheila O'Malley, Geri Buhnerkempe, jill
Anderson, Susan Coy, Karyn Keefer Row 3: Karen Moore, Alison
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·Bowen, Chris jefferson, Debbie Bassett, Patti C. Larsen, Cheryl C.
Drzymkowski, Ginny C. Lamos, Cindy Walker, Carole Bassett Row
4: Marilyn Bloemer, janet Haberkorn, Karyn Lee Mullen, Lisa
Young. Maureen Blair, Carlene Unkraut, Anne Ingles, Karen
Geriets, Katie Hillig

social organizations

Ouistian Collegiate Fellowship

Row 1; Dianae Zivney, Gretta Henry, Susan Norton, )ann Piana,
Kathy Craig. Connie Johnson, Patty Deters, Tammy Ayers, Mary
Fry Row 2; Barb Wiesman, Charlotte Rendleman, Kathy Belyea,
Renee Watkins, Sherry Moore, Beth Watson, Cindy Creighton,
Ron Graven, Cindy Shive, Tom Schnarre Row 3; Dawn Toomsen,

Eastern Veterans'Association

Row 1: Steve Yocum, Mark Cartwright, Bill Hull (v.p.), John
Smentek (sec.) Row 2: Gale Bullard (sec. of ag.), Mark Lusch
(treas.), Chuck Neal (pres.), Dan Ashe
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Debbie Porter, 'Barb Emerson, Karyn Keefer, Kathryn Berg, Tracy
Henness, Tanya Minton, Jeff Morris Row 4; Jewell Carr, Keith
Fitzgibbons, Norm Wilson, Tom Ross, Jeff Bivin, Kathryn Gates,
Carol Ambeau, Sam Brunsvold, Jim Bakker, Henry Harrison,
Paulette Cornwell, Lloyd Lieberman

social organizations

Mariah

John Richards, Kevin Lamb, Barry
Woolsey, Mark Oftedal, Garry Wesselink

Muslim Students Association

Row 1: Rasul Chaudhury, Seema Chaudhury, Nabel la Chaudhury,
Asima Nasreen, Rewaz Chowdhury Row 2: Ali Mohammed, Saba Ali,
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Mohammad Miah, Zubair Sayeed, Shahid Ullah, lzadur Rahman

social organizations

NeWIDan Collllllunity

Row 1: Mark Schneider, Colette Brockman, )an Fransen,
Anita Wilhelm Row 2: Lori Schultz, Beth Ruppel, LuAnne
Trantham, Greff Lalor (v.p.), Beth Murphy, jean DuBravec
Row 3: Bob Urbance, Alan McClure, George Ndulgbudu,

Ted Cook, Rhonda Steinkamp, Pat Schingel, Vicky Walsh
Row 4: Greg Oseland, Robert Neville, Eric Ribelin, julie
Koger, Dave Cook, Diane Trost

Pink Panthers

Row 1: Sue Wheatley, Vicki Eccarius, Rhonda Gully, Lynn Lauttich, Vicki
Bohan, Linda Murphy, Michele Mack Row 2: Reicha Dillon (cap.), jane
Gregg, jackie Blaha, Maureen Malloy, Diane Ferri, Connie Curtis Row 3:

Marge Ann Ciaravino (co-sponsor), jean Kalinski, jackie McConkey,
Karen Thorne, Debbie Heilmann, Lynda Brown, Ann Marie Cavanagh
(co-sponsor)
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